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Abstract Human health and physiology is strongly influenced by interactions be-
tween human cells and intestinal microbiota in the gut. In mammals, the host-microbiota
crosstalk is mainly mediated by regulations at the intestinal crypt level: the epithelial
cell turnover in the crypts is directly influenced by metabolites produced by the mi-
crobiota. Conversely, the colonocytes maintain hypoxia in the gut, favorable to anaer-
obic bacteria which dominate the gut microbiota. We constructed an individual-based
model of epithelial cells interacting with the microbiota-derived chemicals diffusing
in the crypt lumen. This model is formalized as a piecewise deterministic Markov pro-
cess (PDMP). It accounts for local interactions due to cell contact (among which are
mechanical interactions), for cell proliferation, differentiation and extrusion which
are regulated spatially or by chemicals concentrations. It also includes chemicals dif-
fusing and reacting with cells. A deterministic approximated model is also introduced
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for a large population of small cells, expressed as a system of porous media type
equations. Both models are extensively studied through numerical exploration. Their
biological relevance is thoroughly assessed by recovering bio-markers of an healthy
crypt, such as cell population distribution along the crypt or population turn-over
rates. Simulation results from the deterministic model are compared to the PMDP
model and we take advantage of its lower computational cost to perform a sensitivity
analysis by Morris method.

Keywords Piecewise Deterministic Markov Processes · Porous Media Equation ·
Crypt model · Host-microbiota interactions

1 Introduction

1.1 Colonic crypts: structure, regulations and interactions with the microbiota

The mammalian colon harbours a complex microbial community called the colonic
microbiota. This microbiota is in constant and reciprocal interactions with its host
and plays a key role in its nutrition and immunity. At the forefront of these interac-
tions is the intestinal epithelium. It is a monolayer of cells lining the inside of the
gastrointestinal wall, wrapped with a mucus layer in direct contact with the gut con-
tent. The intestinal epithelium is very densely folded and its smallest fold is called the
intestinal crypt. The intestinal crypt is also the simplest unit of the host-microbiota
crosstalk. It is an intensively studied biological system from various standpoints: stem
cell biology [8,59], cell differentiation [66,69], biophysic [62,61,34] or interactions
with the microbiota [68,48].

In the colon, a crypt is roughly shaped as a test tube of size 200× 50 µm and
contains hundreds of cells [49,65]. The colonic crypt is organised in three zones along
its main axis [8], as shown in the Fig. 1. The bottom of the crypt, the farthest zone
from the microbiota, is the stem cell niche. In this specific microenvironment reside
epithelial stem cells and deep crypt secretory (DCS) cells [59]. Stem cells produce
all other types of epithelial cells through successive divisions and differentiation,
while DCS cells are differentiated cells with a key role in maintaining a favourable
environment for stem cells. Above the stem cell niche are found progenitor cells.
Progenitors are still dividing but they have started their differentiation path. Finally,
in the upper part of the crypt, transit-amplifying cells have terminally differentiated
in mostly two types of cells: enterocytes and goblet cells. Enterocytes are involved
in the uptake of nutrients and water from the gut lumen and goblet cells secrete a
protective layer of mucus covering the epithelium.

A striking feature of the colonic crypt is cell migration. Epithelial cells are pro-
duced at the bottom of the crypt by division of stem cells and are removed from
the epithelium by extrusion at the top of the crypt. Cells therefore migrate from the
bottom to the top of the crypt and differentiate along the way.

The functioning of the crypt relies on numerous and complex regulations. Of in-
terest are regulations relying on contacts between neighbouring cells and regulations
by molecules whose concentrations change along the crypt main axis. Other notewor-
thy examples of such regulation in the crypt are the Notch pathway [57,59] and the
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EPH/ephrin signaling [11]. For several transcription factors (Wnt, BMP or Hedge-
hog), the concentration is a gradient between the bottom and the top of the crypt [71].
These trancription factors play an important part in crypt organisation. For example,
Wnt is secreted by pericryptic cells at the bottom of the crypt and is necessary to
maintain the pool of stem cells [25].

Epithelial cells interact with the colonic microbiota in multiple ways. A major in-
teraction is the regulation of colon hypoxia, i.e. the depletion of oxygen in gut lumen,
regulated by microbe-derived butyrate. Butyrate is a short-chain fatty acid produced
at homeostasis by bacteria of the colonic microbiota by anaerobic fermentation of
food fibers [38]. Dioxygen diffuses to the crypt from nearby blood vessels. At the
bottom of the crypt, dividing host cells relie on anaerobic glycolysis (oxygen-free
conversion of glucose to lactate) for their energy production, and consume little oxy-
gen [26,2]. At the top of the crypt, differentiated epithelial cells consume butyrate
and dioxygen through β -oxydation coupled to respiration to produce energy [38,33].
Therefore, the metabolic activity of differentiated epithelial cells renders the colonic
epithelium hypoxic [38]. Little oxygen diffuses from the gastrointestinal wall to the
colonic lumen which helps to maintain anaerobiosis in the colonic lumen. This is
very important as some beneficial microbial species are obligate anaerobes whereas
pathogens (Salmonella enterica, Citrobacter rodentium) or dysbiotic bacteria of the
phylum Proteobacteria can utilize oxygen for their growth [38,16]. Conversely, if
microbe-derived butyrate drops off, coloncytes switch their metabolism to anaerobic
glycolysis, leading to oxygen release in the lumen which initiates a vicious circle
harmful to butyrate producers and beneficial to dysbiotic bacteria. The idea is that
the host keeps the colonic microbiota ”on a leash” by controling the disponiblity of
oxygen (and other electron acceptors) in the colonic lumen.

Butyrate also affects cellular processes beyond metabolism [41]. For example,
butyrate has been reported to change the activity of important regulators of epithelial
cell activity such as the nuclear receptor PPAR-γ [3], the heat shock protein Hsp25 [1]
or the cell-cycle regulator Foxo3 [32]. Due to these interactions, butyrate was shown
to reduce the proliferation of stem and progenitor cells, even inducing their apoptosis
at high concentration [32,1], and to impact the differenciation processes of epithelial
cells [51]. The effect of butyrate on stem and progenitor cells activity is observed in
vitro at luminal concentration of butyrate. Therefore, it is hypothesized that the con-
sumption of butyrate by differenciated cells of the upper part of the crypt is sufficient
to drop concentrations of butyrate at a low level in the stem cell niche [32]. However,
the concentrations of butyrate or oxygen are hard to measure in vivo and are there-
fore most of the time missing of the picture. This can undermine our understanding
as contradictory effects have been reported depending on butyrate concentration and
experimental conditions [60,50,55]. Our model is a step to fill this gap.

1.2 Existing models and achievement

There is a rich literature of intestinal crypt models, see [27] and [4] for a very recent
review and references therein. Most of the proposed models are stochastic individual-
based models (IBM) at the scale of epithelial cells. There exists also macroscopic
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models formulated in terms of cells density [29,28], notably coming from physics.
The link between the microscopic scale of IBMs and the macroscopic scale of cell
density models has rarely been explored [46], most probably due to the complexity
of IBMs and the lack of mathematical formalism. These crypt models are all largely
motivated by issues arising from oncology such as clonal dynamics and stem cells
competition in the crypt [39,64,67] or morphogenesis [15,36,67]. Some other mod-
els describe microbiota dynamics and digestive activity at the colonic scale, with
however a very poor description of the epithelium [47,35,20,43].

In this work, our objective is to account for interactions with the microbiota in
a healthy crypt model. To our knowledge, this is a new step in the modelling of
intestinal crypts. In comparison with previous literature, we simplify crypt geometry
and physical interactions between cells while retaining their essential features. Indeed
these elements are not as important for understanding interactions with the microbiota
as they are for other issues explored by crypt models, such as cell proliferation during
oncogenesis or cryptogenesis. Instead, we put the emphasis on regulation processes
directly or indirectly involved in crypt-microbiota cross-talk (see Sect. 2).

We propose an original model formulated as a piecewise deterministic Markov
process (PDMP), which provides a rigorous mathematical framework. Our model
couples a punctual measure that represents epithelial cells with spatially-structured
concentrations of chemicals that mediate interactions between the crypt and the mi-
crobiota. The epithelial cells experience stochastic events governing their fate, and
between two such events they move according to ODEs describing the mechanical
constraints exerted on them, while reaction-diffusion PDEs model the chemical con-
centrations dynamics. Such a mixed ODE-PDE framework for a PDMP was already
proposed e. g. in [14] in other biological contexts and our work follows the same
lines. This detailed mathematical setting allows in particular for the derivation of a
deterministic limit of the PDMP, which is more suitable than the stochastic version
for intensive simulation required for instance in sensitivity analysis. On the other
hand, as outlined in [4], the PDMP model provides outputs directly comparable to
biological data, and which are more difficult to access with the deterministic model
such as migration speed.

The description of the model is done in Sect. 2, and its deterministic limit is
formally derived in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we propose a stepwise validation of the IBM
model by decomposing it in elementary mechanisms that are studied sequentially and
assessed by comparison with experimental values. Next, the global model is used
to study the microbe-host interactions through butyrate and oxygen use. Finally, in
Sect. 5, the deterministic limit of the PDMP model is implemented and explored by
sensitivity analysis (Morris method).

2 A PDMP individual based-model of the crypt

We constructed an individual-based model of a colonic crypt at the scale of epithelial
cells, interacting with butyrate or dioxygen which diffuse in cells environment. As
shown in Fig. 1, this model accounts for 1) cell migration due to mechanical interac-
tions between neighbouring cells, 2) cell division, extrusion and differentiation regu-
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lated by chemicals concentrations, cell density and spatial position, and 3) diffusion
and consumption of chemicals, leading to chemical gradients in the crypt. This model
is a PDMP, or hybrid system: it mixes discrete stochastic events modeling sudden
changes in the cell population such as differentiation, division or extrusion, and a de-
terministic flow modeling continuous population dynamics between this events, such
as migration. With these elementary mechanisms, we want to reproduce biomarkers
of an healthy crypt, such as proportion and spatial distribution of cell populations,
migration speed of epithelial cells or crypt turn-over duration.
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Fig. 1: Summary of the model. (a) Model features and expected outcome. First,
the differentiation path between stem cells (sc), progenitor cells (pg) and differen-
tiated cells (enterocytes (ent) and globet cells (gc)) is displayed in the leftmost part.
Next, the spatial distribution of crypt cell populations at homeostasis (expected model
outcome) is represented, from the stem cell niche at the bottom of the crypt, to the dif-
ferentiated cells at the top. Finally, the regulation mechanisms (mechanical, metabolic
and population dynamics mechanisms) driving the spatial structure in the model are
listed, including the stochastic events (cell division, differentiation and extrusion),
the cell migration, the cell density, the colonocyte metabolism and the metabolite
gradients (butyrate, O2 and Wnt)(b) Crypt geometry. We also indicate the geomet-
rical assumptions underlying the definition of f (z) including the profiles of the crypt
domain and of the function φ defined in Eq. (4) modeling curvature effects in the
mechanical model.

2.1 Model state description

We asssume that the crypt has cylinder symmetry around its vertical axis [0,zmax]
and is characterized by a truncated test-tube like shape (see figure 1b), with radius
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z 7→ r(z) defined as

f (z) =


r0

√
z+ε

r0

(
2− z+ε

r0

)
if z≤ r0− ε

r0 if r0− ε < z < zmax− r0 + ε

r0

(
2−
√

zmax−z+ε

r0

(
2− zmax−z+ε

r0

))
if z≥ zmax− r0 + ε

(1)

where we assume that r0 is small compared to zmax, and ε is small compared to r0.
For modeling interactions between epithelial cells and microbiota activity, the

most relevant component of cell position in the crypt is the position along the crypt
vertical axis. Therefore, we consider a spatial model of dimension one where each
cell is characterized by its position z∈ [0,zmax] only, that is the projection of its actual
spatial location on the crypt vertical axis. Consequently, several cells can be described
by the same coordinate z, as several cells can be at the same height z in the 3D crypt.

A cell also has a type l ∈ T , where T is a finite set comprising 5 different
cell types: stem cell (sc), DCS cells (dcs), progenitor cells (pc), goblet cells (gc),
enterocytes (ent).

Therefore, setting X = [0,zmax]×T , a cell is characterized by the vector

x = (z, l) ∈X .

Let

MP+(X ) =

{
n

∑
i=1

δxi(dx) : n ∈ N∗;∀i,xi ∈X

}
be the set of positive finite punctual measures on X , with ∑

0
i=1 δxi(dx) the null mea-

sure by convention. A population of n epithelial cells at time t is represented by:

νt(dx) =
n

∑
i=1

δxi(t)(dx) ∈MP+(X )

where xi(t) = (zi(t), li(t)) is the vector of position and type of cell i at time t. For
each cell type l ∈ T , we denote by ν l(dz) ∈MP+([0,zmax]) the restriction of ν to a
specific cell type (that is to say ν l(Z) = ν(Z×{l}) for any real borelian Z).

For a real-valued measurable function g on X , the integral of g against ν will be

〈ν ,g〉=
∫

X
g(x)ν(dx) =

n

∑
i=1

g(xi).

For a real-valued measurable function h on R, we define the convolutions

ν ∗h(z) = ∑
l∈T

∫
[0,zmax]

h(z− y)ν(dy, l) =
n

∑
i=1

h(z− zi)

and, for l ∈T ,

ν
l ∗h(z) =

∫
[0,zmax]

h(z− y)ν l(dy) =
n

∑
i=1

h(z− zi)1{li=l}.
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Butyrate and dioxygen will be described by their respective concentrations cb(z, t)
and co(z, t) depending on space and time in suitable function spaces (see Sect. 2.2).
In the following sections, we describe in details the behaviour of cells, as well as
butyrate and dioxygen concentrations, by providing in Sect. 2.2 the deterministic
flow of the PDMP and the stochastic events in Sect. 2.3.

2.2 Deterministic mechanisms of the PDMP model

The deterministic part of the PDMP models the cell movements and the reaction-
diffusion of chemicals

(a) Interaction functions Fa (with ka = 1) and Da
(with da = 1). The function Fa describes repul-
sive forces, while Da renders density dependant
interactions.

(b) Regulation function y 7→ R(y,K, `) for vari-
ous values of K and `. The parameter K tunes
the location of the transition and ` its width
along the y axis.

Fig. 2: Model function profiles. Profiles of interaction kernels and regulation func-
tions taken into account in the model

Mechanical interactions for cell migration. Cells in close proximity exert a repulsive
force Fa on each other. In a population of n cells, we model the total force exerted on
cell i as

φ(zi(t))νt ∗Fa(zi(t)) = φ(zi(t))
n

∑
j=1

Fa(zi(t)− z j(t)). (2)

In this expression, we take into account the reduction of crypt geometry to the one
dimensional z-axis in two ways.

First, in the real crypt, only neighbouring cells interact. This translates in our
model to the fact that Fa(z) := F( z

a ) where F is odd, compactly supported in [−1,1],
and a is the typical diameter of one cell. Moreover, in the original 3D conformation,
cells that are sufficiently close to each other exert a force mostly normal to the z-axis.
This translates in our 1D model into a decreasing amplitude as z goes to zero and
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Fa(0) = 0. Therefore, we used the following expression for the force

Fa(z) = ka
Fa(z)
||Fa||∞

where Fa(z) =

 z
a exp

(
−

|z|
a

1− |z|a

)
if |z| ≤ a,

0 otherwise.
(3)

where ka is a scaling parameter driving the maximal intensity of the force. Fa is
plotted in Fig. 2a with ka = 1.

Additionally, the function φ appearing in Eq.(2) aims to take into account the
impact of curvature at the top and bottom of the crypt: in the curved zones, the in-
teractions forces are exerted more radially, reducing their impact on the longitudinal
cell kinematics. Consequently a phenomenological correction is applied to the total
force, which takes the form of a linear function of the crypt radius f (z), defined in
(1), from 1 when f (z) = r0 (i.e. no curvature) to 0 when z = zmax or z = 0 (maximal
curvature at both ends of the crypt). Namely, the correction is displayed in Fig. 1b
and reads

φ(z) :=



f (z)
r0
− f (0)

r0

1− f (0)
r0

if z≤ r0− ε

1 if r0− ε < z < zmax− r0 + ε
f (zmax)

r0
− f (z)

r0
f (zmax)

r0
−1

if z≥ zmax− r0 + ε

(4)

Except for DCS cells (see below), the position of cell i evolves according to laws
of classical mechanics taken in a non-inertial regime. This regime is known to cor-
rectly render the motion of individual cells in cell tissues where inertial terms can be
neglected against other mechanisms [53]. The resulting equation of cell motion is

dzi

dt
(t) = φ(zi(t))νt ∗Fa(zi(t)) if li 6= dcs (5)

Note that, as φ(0) = φ(zmax) = 0, the speed of cells at the boundaries z = 0 and zmax
is zero.

DCS cells are assumed to be ”inactive”, that is to say motionless ( dzi

dt (t) = 0),
not dividing, not differentiating, not getting extruded. This is a simplification since
it has been evidenced that the behaviour of DCS cells is quite complex and differ-
ent from the rest of epithelial cells [59]. For example, they are thought to migrate
downwards the crypt. Although inactive in the model, they exert mechanical forces
on neighbouring cells and contribute to local cell density near the bottom of the crypt.

Reaction-diffusion of chemicals. As explained in section 1.1, butyrate is produced
by the microbiota from fibers fermentation and O2 is transported to the intestinal
epithelium by the vascular system. Both molecules diffuse in the crypt and are con-
sumed by goblet cells and enterocytes for energy production through β -oxidation.
We summarize this metabolic pathway with the equation

1 butyrate+4 O2 −→ energy+ byproducts.
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Concentration of chemical i∈{butyrate, O2} evolves according to the reaction/diffusion
equation on ]0,zmax[a := ]−a/2,zmax +a/2[

∂tci−σi∂zzci =−siγ
∞

β

c4
ocb

c4
ocb +K5

β

(νent
t +ν

gc
t )∗ψa(z) (6)

where σi > 0 and si are respectively the diffusion constant and the stoechiometric
coefficient of metabolite i. γ∞

β
is the maximal reaction speed of β -oxydation, Kβ is

a positive constant, and (νent
t +ν

gc
t )∗ψa(z) is the quantity of cell at z catalyzing the

reaction. Indeed, introducing the function Da

Da(z) := daD(
z
a
), where D(z) :=

{
exp
(
− z2

1−z2

)
if 0≤ |z| ≤ 1

0 otherwise,
(7)

and da is a scaling parameter (see Fig. 2a with da = 1), we derive a normalized version
of the density kernel Da by writing

ψa(z) :=
Da/2(z)∫ a/2

−a/2 Da/2(u)du
. (8)

Then, for all z ∈ [0,zmax],
∫
]0,zmax[a

ψa(z−y)dy = 1. We see with this kernel definition
that the extended domain ]0,zmax[a has been introduced for compatibility reasons
between the reaction-diffusion domain and the epithelial cell domain ]0,zmax[.

This system of equations is supplemented with boundary conditions modeling the
chemical fluxes at the crypt extremities. For butyrate:{

cb = cb,lum at z = zmax +
a
2

∂zcb = 0 at z =− a
2

(9)

and for oxygen: {
∂zco = 0 at z = zmax +

a
2

co = co,bot at z =− a
2

(10)

Constant parameters ci,lum,ci,bot represent the chemical concentrations in the gut lu-
men or at the bottom of the crypt, respectively reflecting microbial or host physiogy,
and will be chosen depending on the biological context we want to model.

Furthermore initial conditions are defined : cb(0,z) = cb0(z) and co(0,z) = co0(z),
for smooth cb0 and co0 functions.

Deterministic flow. With classical arguments of system dynamics and PDE analysis
(see Annex B), we can check for global existence of solution to the system (5-6), and
define the associated deterministic flow for all t > 0.

At : H1(]0,zmax[a)
2×MP+(X )−→ H1(]0,zmax[a)

2×MP+(X )

(c,ν)−→ At(c,ν)
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where

At(c,ν) =
(
A0

t (c,ν), Ãt(c,ν)
)

with Ãt(c,ν) :=
〈ν ,1〉

∑
i=1

δ(Ai
t (c,ν),li).

At(c,ν) is the vector of solutions of the system (5-6) at time t for initial conditions
(c,ν), with A0

t (c,ν) the solutions (cb,co) of Eq. (6) and Ai
t(c,ν), for 1≤ i≤〈ν ,1〉, the

solution of Eq.(5). Note that 〈ν ,1〉 is the integral of the punctual measure ν against
the function 1 and gives the number n of cells in the population ν . This number is
constant under the deterministic flow.

By a direct application of the fundamental theorem of integration, we have the
following equalities, holding for f ∈ C 1(R+× [0,zmax] ,R), s, t ∈ R+ and 1≤ i≤ n,

ft(Ai
t(c,ν))− fs(Ai

s(c,ν)) (11)

=

t∫
s

φ(Ai
u(c,ν))Ãu(c,ν)∗Fa(Ai

u(c,ν))∇z fu(Ai
u(c,ν))+ ∂u fu(Ai

u(ν)) du

and

〈Ãt(c,ν), ft〉−〈Ãs(c,ν), fs〉=
∫ t

s
〈Ãu(c,ν),φ(·)Ãu(c,ν)∗Fa(·)∇z fu(·)

+∂u fu(·)〉 du. (12)

2.3 Stochastic modeling of cell fate

The PDMP takes into account seven possible event types in cell population dynamics,
modeled as stochastic punctual events, or jumps. They are indexed by k ∈ E the finite
set of event types. These events are the symmetric division of stem and progenitor
cells, the death by extrusion of enterocytes and goblet cells and the differentiation of
stem cells into progenitors, as well as the differentiation of progenitors into entero-
cytes and goblet cells (see Fig. 1a for an overview of the events). Their construction
is described below.

Stochastic jumps during cell fate. Jump functions are defined for all type of cells.
When at T the cell i undergoes a jump of type k, the population is modified as

νT = νT− +µk(xi(T−))

where

µk : X →MP(X ), (13)

with MP(X ) = {∑n
i=1±δxi(dx) : n ∈ N∗;∀i,xi ∈X } the set of punctual finite mea-

sures on X . More precisely,
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• if k is a division, a new daughter cell is introduced at a distance λ (z) above (resp.
under) the mother cell in the lower (resp. upper) part of the crypt, leading to

µk(z, l) = δ(z+λ (z),l)

with

λ (z) =


a
2 if z≤ zmax/2−a,
−a
2 if z≥ zmax/2+a,

a
2 −a z−(zmax/2−a)

2a otherwise,

so that ∀z ∈ [0,zmax], z+λ (z) ∈ [0,zmax],
• if k is an extrusion µk(x) =−δx,
• if k is a differenciation of a cell of type l into a type lk then

µk(z, l) =−δ(z,l)+δ(z,lk).

Jump rates. We model three biological regulations acting on events of cell fate. The
first one depends on cell variables (position and cell type). The dependence on the
position models the action of morphogenes, in particular Wnt, on the cell differenci-
ation: we assume a fixed linearly decreasing gradient of Wnt in the crypt, so that the
Wnt density can be modeled by the position z∈]0,zmax[ up to scaling parameters. The
dependence on the cell type ensures that only the seven possible jump types occur,
by setting the jump rate to zero when necessary.

The second one depends on the local cell density d defined by

d(νt ,z) = d(z)(νt ∗Da)(z)

where Da is defined in Eq.(7) and

d(z) =
∫ a
−a Da(u) du∫ min(a,zmax−z)

max(−a,−z) Da(u) du
. (14)

The function d(z) is then a normalization coefficient insuring that the kernel Da keeps
the same integral along [0,zmax], included near the boundaries where the integral can
be cut off, in order to account for the 1D approximation.

The third regulation depends on the local concentration of butyrate cb defined by

cb(z) = cb ∗ψa(z)

where ψa(z) is introduced in Eq. (8).
Then, the individual jump rate associated to each jump k ∈ E is defined as

q∞
k qk(x,d(νt ,z),cb(z)) (15)

where q∞
k is a positive constant equals to the maximal rate of jump and 0≤ qk(·)≤ 1.

To define the normalized jump rate qk, we introduce a generic regulation function
R(y,K, l) for y≥ 0, K > 0, ` > 0, that will model the dependence of qk to the variable
y (y = z for space regulation i.e. Wnt regulation, y = d(νt ,z) for density regulation
or y = cb(z) for butyrate regulation) parametrized by jump and regulation dependant
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parameters Kk[ j] and `k[ j] where index k refers to the jump type and j to the reg-
ulation pathway (see equation (17) for an explicit example). Namely, we define the
piecewise polynomial function R(y,K, `) (plotted on Fig. 2b for several values of ka
and `) by

R(y,K, `) :=


0 if y≤ K− `,

− 1
4`3 y3 + 3K

4`3 y2− 3K2−3`2

4l3 y+ K3+2`3−3K`2

4`3 if K− `≤ y≤ K + `,

1 if K + `≥ y.
(16)

Note that R connects continuously the values 0 and 1 for K − ` < z < K + ` and
has value 1/2 in y = K. The normalized individual jump rate qk(x,d(νt ,z),cb(z))
associated to event k is a product over the regulations j of functions R(·,Kk[ j], `k[ j])
for an activation or (1−R(·,Kk[ j], `k[ j])) for an inhibition.

qdiv,sc(z, l,d(νt ,z),cb(z)) =

0 if not stem cell︷ ︸︸ ︷
1{l=sc} ×

regulation by Wnt︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1−R(z,Kdiv,sc[z], `div,sc[z]))

×

regulation by density︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1−R(d(νt ,z),Kdiv,sc[dens], `div,sc[dens])

× (1−R(cb(z),Kdiv,sc[but], `div,sc[but]))︸ ︷︷ ︸
regulation by butyrate

. (17)

The different biological regulations we used, based on the biological knowledge pre-
sented in Sect. 1.1, are summarized in Table 1 and detailed in Annex A.2. The pa-
rameter values q∞

k , Kk[ j] and `k[ j] can be found in Table 11. Note that each jump type
is not necessarily regulated by all three regulation pathways (for example, the rate of
extrusion does not depend on butyrate concentration). When a regulation pathway is
neutral for a jump, the corresponding term is set to the constant value 1. Remember
as well that, as we supposed a stable linearly decreasing spatial gradient of Wnt, an
inhibitory effect of Wnt corresponds in our model to an activation by the position z.
Finally, the choice of using a product of regulation functions R(·) (and 1−R(·)) in-
stead of a sum corresponds to the biological hypothesis that the regulation pathways
are not independent.

2.4 Numerical implementation of the PDMP

We implemented the model in Python 3. The code sources can be found at https:
//forgemia.inra.fr/decrypt/pdmp-model. To solve the PDMP, we use a stan-
dard Gillepsie algorithm with an acceptation-reject method for stochastic events. The
deterministic flow is solved with an explicit Euler method for the cell movement, and
with a semi-implicit Euler scheme with operator splitting to compute the reaction-
diffusion equations on butyrate and oxygen. Cells are sorted in a NumPy array ac-
cording to their position, allowing to compute interactions only between groups of
neighbouring cells. Numba package is used for further code acceleration.

https://forgemia.inra.fr/decrypt/pdmp-model
https://forgemia.inra.fr/decrypt/pdmp-model
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Regulation pathway ( j)

Jump type Jump index (k) butyrate [but] Wnt [z] density [dens]

Stem cell division div,sc − − −
Progenitor division div, pc ∅ − −

Stem cell to progenitor differentiation sc, pc ∅ + ∅
Progenitor to globlet cell differentiation pc,gc + + ∅
Progenitor to enterocyte differentiation pc,ent + + ∅

Goblet cell extrusion ex,gc ∅ + +
Enterocyte extrusion ex,ent ∅ + +

Table 1: Enumeration of stochastic jump types and their corresponding regula-
tion. For the jump k and a given regulation pathway j, a negative regulation (−) is
represented by the term (1−R(y,Kk[ j], `k[ j])), a positive regulation (+) by the term
R(y,Kk[ j], `k[ j]) and a neutral regulation (∅) by a constant value equal to 1, where
y = z, y = d(νt ,z) or y = cb(z) for respectively position, density or butyrate regula-
tion. As we supposed a stable linearly decreasing spatial gradient of Wnt, a negative
regulation by position z corresponds to the biological hypothesis of a positive reg-
ulation by Wnt. The values of Kk[ j] and `k[ j] can be found in Table 11. Detailed
formulations can be found in Annexe A.2.

3 Deterministic approximation of the PDMP.

To derive the deterministic approximation of the PDMP, we first set a functional
framework in which the PDMP model is well-posed. Then, a formal approximation
is derived in this setting.

3.1 Functional setting and well-posedness

With the definitions above, all the ingredients needed for the definition of a PDMP
are now gathered (see e.g. [31]):

– the process state space G = H1(]0,zmax[a)
2×MP+(X ), which is a Polish space

equipped with a distance defined as the product of the distance induced by the H1

norm and the Prokhorov metric (see Proposition A.2.5.III [22] and Proposition
A.5 [23]).

– a measurable and time-continuous deterministic flow A, also continuous respec-
tively to its parameters. To prove the later, the only technical point is to show the
continuity of the concentrations A0

t (c,ν) with respect to ν and it can be deduce
from Property 2.13, Chapter 4 of [23].

– a total jump intensity q : G→ R+, defined by

q(c,ν) = ∑
k∈E

〈ν ,1〉

∑
i=1

q∞
k qk(xi,d(νt ,zi),cb(zi)) = 〈∑

k∈E
q∞

k qk(.,d(νt , .),cb(.)),ν〉

which only depends on the current process state, and is continuous in its argu-
ments. Moreover, q is locally right-integrable in time along deterministic trajec-
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tories, namely, ∫ t+h

t
q(As−t(c,ν))ds≤ h|E |max

k
(q∞

k )〈ν ,1〉<+∞

since the cell population size only changes during stochastic jumps and does not
vary during deterministic trajectories.

– a Markov kernel r defined on G with

r(c,ν) = ∑
k∈E

〈ν ,1〉

∑
i=1

q∞
k qk(xi,d(νt ,zi),cb(zi))

q(c,ν)
δ(c,ν+µk(xi)),

that only depends on the current state.

We have shown in Sect. 2.2 and Annex B that the determinist trajectory of the
process between jumps is defined globally. The well-posedness of the PDMP will
follow once we prove the stability of the PDMP ([31], theorem 3.2.1), that is to say
that an almost surely finite number of jumps occurs during any finite time interval.
This is done in the Annex C and in [23].

3.2 Deterministic limit of the PDMP

When the size of the cell population becomes large (〈νN ,1〉 ∈ O(N) with N → ∞),
the corresponding sequence of models with a rescaled cell population (cN ,νN/N) and
rescaled parameters

FN
a =

Fa

N
, DN

a =
Da

N
and ψ

N
a =

ψa

N

converges in the space

C([0,T ] ,H1(]0,zmax[a))
2×D([0,T ] ,MF+(X )),

where D([0,T ] ,MF+(X )) is the space of càdlag functions from [0,T ] in the space
MF+(X ) of finite positive measures on X , equipped with the Prokhorov met-
ric. The convergence takes place in the sense of the weak topology, provided that
(cN0,νN0/N) converges weakly to (c0,ξ0) in H1(]0,zmax[a)

2×MF+(X ). The limit
(c,ξ ) satisfies a self-aggregation equation

〈ξt , ft〉= 〈ξ0, f0〉+
∫ t

0
〈ξs,φ(ξs ∗Fa)∂z fs +∂t fs〉ds

+ ∑
k∈E

∫ t

0
∑

l∈T

∫
Z
〈µk(z, l), fs〉q∞

k qk(z, l,d(ξs,z),cbs(z))ξs(dz, l)ds (18)

for all f = ( f (1), · · · , f (|T |)) ∈ (C 1(R+× [0,zmax],R))|T |, where

〈ξt , ft〉= ∑
l∈T

∫ zmax

0
f (l)(t,z)ξ l

t (dz)
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and ξ l
t is the restriction of ξt to cells of type l.

Moreover, for i ∈ {butyrate,O2} we have

∂tci−σi∂zzci =−siγ
∞

β

c4
ocb

c4
ocb +K5

β

(ξ ent
t +ξ

gc
t )∗ψa(z)

with the same boundary conditions as in (9,10).
The proof of this result is technical and not provided here but can be found in

Chapter 4 of [23]. This deterministic limit is however quite natural. Indeed, the par-
tial differential operator

∫ t
0〈ξs,φ(ξs ∗Fa)∂z fs + ∂t fs〉ds has the same form as the de-

terministic flow in (12) where Ãt(c,ν) is replaced by its limit ξs. For the stochastic
part of the model, this limit is a standard result for punctual jump processes (see e.g.
Chapter 7 in [7]). The fact that this stochastic part is coupled to a PDE-based deter-
ministic flow in a PDMP leads to specific technical issues that are rigorously dealt
with in [23].

Let Div = {div,sc;div, pc} ⊂ E denotes the set of division events, Ex = {ex,gc;
ex,ent} denotes the set of extrusion events and Di f = {sc, pc; pc,gc; pc,ent} denotes
the set of differentiation events. If we assume that for all cellular type l, the restricted
measures ξ l

t (dz) have a density denoted ρl(z, t) on [0,zmax], then (18) is a weak for-
mulation of the system

∂tρl +∂z

(
φρl(ρ ∗Fa))

)
= ∑

k∈E \Div
ηk,lq∞

k qk(z, l,d(ρ,z),cb(z)) (19)

+ ∑
k∈Div

ηk,l(z−λ (z))q∞
k qk(z−λ (z), l,(d×ρ ∗Da)(z−λ (z)),cb(z−λ (z))

where ρ = ∑l ρl is the total local cell density and

ηk,l =


ρl if k ∈ Div
−ρl if k ∈ Ex
ρlk if k ∈ Di f and for a differentiation from type lk into type l
−ρl if k ∈ Di f and for a differentiation from type l

(20)

We can go one step further, as suggested in [23], and derive a formal approxima-
tion of the model when the cell size a goes to zero.

We introduce the potential

Wa(z) =−
∫ z

−a
Fa(y)dy.

From the definition of Fa in (3), we see that Fa(z) = ka
k1

F1(
z
a ) and therefore Wa(z) =

a ka
k1

W1(
z
a ). From the definition of Da in (7), we see that Da(z) = da

d1
D1(

z
a ). We assume

that

ka =
k1

a2 and da =
1
a
.
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If the densities in (19) are smooth and using the change of variables ỹ = y/a in the
convolutive terms we have after some computation

ρ ∗Fa(z) =−ρ ∗W ′a(z) =−
∫ a

−a
ρ
′(z− y)Wa(y)dy

=−a2 ka

k1

∫ 1

−1
W1(ỹ)ρ ′(z−aỹ)dỹ =−

∫ 1

−1
W1(ỹ)ρ ′(z−aỹ)dỹ

and

d(ρ,z) = d(z)(ρ ∗Da)(z) = d(z)
∫ 1

−1
ρ(z−aỹ)D1(ỹ)dỹ.

The function d converges pointwise towards 1 when a → 0 on the open interval
]0,zmax[. So

ρ ∗Fa(z)−→
a→0
−W∂zρ(z), d(ρ,z)−→

a→0
Dρ(z)

with W =
∫ 1
−1
∫ y
−1 F1(z)dzdy and D =

∫ 1
−1 D1(z)dz. Likewise,

cb(z)−→
a→0

cb(z),ρl ∗ψa(z)−→
a→0

ρl(z) and λ (z)−→
a→0

0.

It follows that when a goes to zero, the self-aggregation equations for the densities
have the following formal approximation for all l in T

∂tρl−W∂z (φ(z)ρl∂zρ) = ∑
k

εk,lq∞
k qk(z, l,Dρ,cb), (21)

These equations are complemented with the following mixed boundary conditions,
chosen for their simplicity. They reflect the absence of cells at the bottom of the crypt
but stem cells, and zero flux condition at the top.

ρl(0, t) = 0 if l 6= sc, ρsc(0, t) = ρ
bot
sc ,

∂zρl(zmax, t) = 0.

The coupled reaction-diffusion equations are, for i ∈ {butyrate,O2},

∂tci−σi∂zzci =−siγ
∞

β

c4
ocb

c4
ocb +K5

β

× (ρent +ρgc)

with the same boundary conditions as in (9,10).
Equation (21) is a porous media equation (PME) type. More precisely, the nonlin-

ear diffusion term W∂z (φ(z)ρl∂zρ) can be interpreted as a Darcy law for incompress-
ible fluids in a porous media (according to which the advection speed is proportional
to the local pressure gradient) where the pressure is proportional to the local total
density of cells. Such equations have already been suggested to model densities of
interacting cells [40,45,46]. The equations present a non linear cross-diffusion term
coming from the presence of ρ(z, t) = ∑l∈T ρl(z, t), the total cell density. The source
terms are formally derived from the expressions given above for the self-aggregation
equations. The spatial shift λ for introduction of daughter cells during cell division
now vanishes in the deterministic limit, since the cell radius is assumed to be small.
In other words, daughter cells are introduced at the same place as mother cells during
division in the deterministic model.
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3.3 Numerical implementation

The porous media type equations (21) are not trivial to solve, due to the non lin-
ear cross-diffusion terms, and requires adapted numerical tools. The kinetic diffusive
explicit scheme described in [5] and used in [70] designed for nonlinear transport
diffusion equations allowed us to obtain satisfactory simulations. Therefore, letting
ρ̂l = ∑k 6=l ρk and G(z) = 1

2Wφ(z), we modified (21) to obtain the system of transport-
diffusion equations with source terms

∂tρl−∂z
(
Wφ∂z(ρ̂l)ρl +G′ρ2

l
)
−G∂zzρ

2
l =−G′′ρ2

l +∑
k

ηk,lq∞
k qk(z, l,D×ρ,cb)

(22)
which is the model structure needed for the kinetic diffusive explicit scheme. The
python code is available at https://forgemia.inra.fr/decrypt/deterministic-model.

The deterministic approximation is fastest to compute and allows us to perform
more intensive numerical explorations than with the PDMP. On the other hand, the
stochastic model is relevant to extract features directly comparable with biological
observations, such as migration speed, cell fate tracking or renewal rates. In the se-
quel, we will first explore the PDMP model and show that it renders accurately the
main features of an healthy crypt in term of population distribution and turn-over.
Then, we will verify that the deterministic limit (21) provides an accurate approxi-
mation of the PDMP model for sufficiently small cells and we will carry out a sys-
tematic sensitivity analysis of the deterministic limit using the Elementary Effects
method of Morris. This sensitivity analysis would not have been tractable with the
original PDMP model due to an excessive computational load.

4 Numerical exploration of the PDMP model

We now show that simulations reproduce qualitatively the behaviour of a distal colonic
mouse crypt. To understand the behaviour of our model, we did not start by simulat-
ing the full model presented in Sect. 2. We rather conducted a sequence of numerical
experiments on submodels of increasing complexity, adding at each step new com-
ponents from the full model. In 4.1, we explore the sole effect of cell-cell mechanical
interactions. In 4.2, we reproduce the migration of epithelial cells by adding spatially
regulated division and extrusion to the mechanical interactions. In 4.3, we explore
the spatial distribution of cell populations by adding cell types and spatial regulation
of differenciation. In 4.4, we add butyrate and oxygen diffusion and consumption by
epithelial cells, and finally, in 4.5, we compute the whole model by adding butyrate
regulation on cell fate.

4.1 Cell layers formation due to mechanical interactions

We begin our experiments with a population of identical cells subject only to mechan-
ical interactions, with no stochastic events whatsoever. Parameters values are given
in Table 7. Starting with a uniform cell distribution in the crypt, we observe that cells

https://forgemia.inra.fr/decrypt/deterministic-model
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rapidly gather into layers. This phenomenon is allowed by the specific shape of the
interaction function Fa, as Fa(0) = 0. As expected, the spacing between layers is in-
fluenced by the cell diameter a which is the unique parameter of the interaction kernel
(Fig. 3).

(a) Cell diameter a = 10 µm. (b) Cell diameter a = 30 µm.

Fig. 3: Trajectory of cells due to repulsive mechanical interactions only. Initial
positions of 700 cells are drawn in a law U(0,zmax), with same initial condition for
both simulations.

4.2 Migration effect

Migration of epithelial cells is a hallmark behaviour of the intestinal crypt. As ex-
plained in Sect. 1.1, epithelial cells are produced by division of undifferentiated cells
in the bottom third of the crypt and migrate to the upper part of the crypt where they
are extruded. We can reproduce this phenomenon by simply adding to the previous
sub-model stochastic division and extrusion that are regulated spatially and by den-
sity.

We consider a population of identical cells, interacting mechanically through Eq.
(5), which divide and are extruded with respective rates qdiv(·) and qex(·):

q∞
divqdiv(z,ν ∗Da(z)) = q∞

div

regulation by position︷ ︸︸ ︷
R(z,Kdiv[z], `div[z])×

regulation by density︷ ︸︸ ︷
R(ν ∗Da(z),Kdiv[dens], `div[dens]),

(23)

q∞
exqex(z,ν ∗Da(z)) = q∞

ex R(z,Kex[z], `ex[z])︸ ︷︷ ︸
regulation by position

×(1−R(ν ∗Da(z),Kdiv[dens], `div[dens]))︸ ︷︷ ︸
regulation by density

.

(24)

Figure 4a shows the trajectory of cells in the crypt, during one realization of the
PDMP. The initial positions of 700 cells are drawn from a spatial uniform distribu-
tion, as in Sect. 4.1, and parameter values are given in Table 8. With the addition of
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(a) Trajectory of cells

(b) Spatial repartition of jumps (c) Number of cells

Fig. 4: Cell migration. For an initial condition of 700 cells uniformly distributed
along the crypt, we indicate the cells trajectories (a) and the spatial distribution of
stochastic events (b) for one simulation, and the number of cells for 16 randomly
selected simulations, as well as the mean and standard deviation for 50 repetitions
of the PDMP (c). Division events are visible in (a) with comb-like patterns in the
lower zone of the crypt corresponding to daughter cell that joins a close layer. As
expected, division and extrusion are spatially segregated (b). A stationary number of
cells is reached after about 200 hours, indicating an equilibrium between division and
extrusion (c).

spatially regulated division and extrusion events, we see that cells migrate from the
bottom to the top of the crypt. In the lower zone of the crypt (z≤ 75µm), cell division
occurs. When a new cell is introduced at a distance a/2 of the mother cell, it rapidly
joins a close cell layer as illustrated in the previous Sect. 4.1. This corresponds to
the comb-like patterns in Fig. 4a. Figure 4b shows the number of division and extru-
sion events according to the position in the crypt, for the same realization as Fig. 4a.
As in normal crypts, division occurs at the bottom of the crypt and extrusion at the
top, fueling the migration phenomena. We finally display the time evolution of the
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number of cells, and the mean over 50 realizations of the PDMP in Fig. 4c. We can
observe that the total population reaches a stationary state of around 740 cells after
about 200 hours, with little stochastic variations around this value. This stationary
state indicates an equilibrium between division and extrusion.

Interesting biomarkers evaluated during experiments to quantify the crypt activ-
ity are the total cell population (TCP), the average migration speed (MS) and the
individual division rate (DR). In our model, possible drivers of these quantities are
the interaction intensity ka, the extrusion rate q∞

ex and the sensitivity to cell density
of cell division Kdiv[dens]. We conducted a local sensitivity analysis of the model
to these parameters by changing their value by ± 30 and 50 % respectively to the
reference value given in Table 8. For each condition, we ran 50 simulations starting
from 700 cells drawn in a uniform law on [0,zmax] and followed the evolution of TCP,
MS and DR at steady state. For one set of parameters, to compute MS, we com-
puted the time needed by a cell to cover the distance between z = 40 and z = 175 µm
to avoid boundary effects. Namely, let t f be the final time of simulation and zi(t)
the position of cell i for t ∈ [bi,di] with bi and di respectively the birth and death
time of cell i (and bi = 0 for a cell present at t = 0, and di = t f for cells still alive
at t = t f ), we defined the start time ui = inf{t ∈ [bi,di] : zi(t) ∈ [40,175]} and the
exit time ei = sup{t ∈ [bi,di] : zi(t) ∈ [40,175]}. Eventually, setting Ti = ei− ui and
Zi = zi(ei)− zi(ui), the migration speed of cell i was defined as the ratio Zi

Ti
. Note

that this speed does not necessarily match the fastest or the lowest speed reached by
cell i during the simulation. The division rate of cell i is ndiv,i

di−bi
with ndiv,i the number

of divisions of cell i. We then computed the average of these values among cells at
steady state (after t = 300 h) for one realization of the PDMP, and then averaged over
the 50 realizations to obtain respectively MS and DR. The TCP is taken at final time
and averaged over the 50 realizations of the PDMP.

The effect of the three parameters tested is shown in Fig. 5. We observe that TCP
is particularly impacted by the sensitivity of the division rate to local cell density: it
shows a linear dependence to the Kdiv[dens] parameter. In contrast, the extrusion rate
and the repulsion force intensity have much lighter, and negative, effect.

On the contrary, the three parameters show a very similar influence on MS. In-
creasing the repulsion force, the extrusion rate or the division sensitivity all result
in a comparable increase of cell velocity. A marked drop of the migration speed is
however observed when the sensitivity of the division to local cell density is strongly
reduced due to a specific behavior explained in Appendix D. The mechanisms by
which the migration speed is increased seem however different. Increasing the re-
pulsion force directly impacts mechanical interactions all along the crypt, so that
cells move faster when they are not at mechanical equilibrium. By contrast, a higher
Kdiv[dens] results in a higher division rate leading to a higher cell density in the bot-
tom of the crypt and thus pushing the whole cells upward. A higher q∞

ex has a similar
effect by depleting the cell density in the upper crypt. The greater number of cells for
higher values of Kdiv[dens] also increases the intensity of mechanical interactions.
DR exhibits the same dependence to the three parameters as MS. This is expected
because at steady-state, the total number of cells is almost constant (Fig. 4c) and
therefore divisions must keep up with the migration to maintain the population.
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Therefore, q∞
ex and ka seem to increase the activity of the epithelium, i.e. the mi-

gration speed and the number of divisions, while maintaining a constant population.
On the contrary, Kdiv[dens] strongly impacts the total cell population together with
the epithelial activity.

(a) Number of cells (TCP) (b) Migration speed (MS)

(c) Division rate (DR)

Number of cells (TCP) 725
Migration speed (MS) 1.28 µm/h−1

Division rate (DR) 3.6×10−3h−1

(d) Values for standard parameters

Fig. 5: Local sensitivity analysis of hallmark of crypt physiology to the driving
parameters. Three parameters that potentialy impact the total number of cells at final
time, the migration speed and the number of divisions in the crypt at steady state are
tested. Parameters are shifted one by one, and model output variations are plotted.
Mean (plain) and standard deviation (dashed lines) from 50 repetitions are plotted.
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4.3 Spatial distribution and cell turn-over in the crypt

We now add cell types to the previous model. The 5 different cell types and cell differ-
enciation events described in Sect. 2 are introduced, with the objective to reproduce
the population size of each epithelial cell type in the crypt as well as their spatial
distribution, as explained in Sect. 1.1 and depicted in Fig. 1a. We assume that there
is a uniform concentration of butyrate in the crypt, so that cell differencation rates
only depend on spatial and density terms. The precise jump rates we use are detailed
in Appendix A.1 and summarized in Table 2. Parameter values are given in Table 9.
We ran 50 independent simulations starting from an initial condition where cells are
already spatially organised according to their types. For each simulation, positions of
the 12 DCS cells are drawn randomly according to the following linear decreasing
probability density

ρdcs(z)dz =

{
2
12 (1−

z
12 ) if z≤ 12,

0 otherwise.
(25)

We can observe that the population of each cell types rapidly reaches a steady
state after about 4 days (Fig. 6a). These steady state population levels match particu-
larly well available biological data for the distal colonic crypt of mice (see Table 3).
Total cell number, number of stem cells, and cell type ratios are correctly recovered,
showing that our model is able to capture the phenomena insuring the population
level regulations. Moreover, the spatial distribution of each cell types in the crypt
also reproduces the typical spatial organization of a crypt described in Sect. 1.1 (Fig.
6b). The stem cells remain in the distal part of the crypt (z ≤ 20µm), replaced up-
ward by progenitor cells that are mainly located under z ≤ 80µm. Then progenitor
cells are progressively replaced for z ≥ 50µm by goblet cells and enterocytes, with
the approximative ratio 1 : 3. DCS cells are kept in the stem cell niche (z≤ 20µm).

We also evaluate the renewal of the epithelium. To do so, we mimic the experi-
mental procedure which relies on labeling mitotic cells and tracking their elimination
over time [24]. We label at steady-state (t = 800h) the stem and progenitor cells, and
we screen over time the ratio of labeled cells that have been eliminated respectively
to the number of initially labeled cells. Upon division of a labeled cell, the label is
randomly passed to the mother or the daughter cell with probability p = 0.5. We ob-
serve a fast renewal of epithelial cells (Fig. 7): after 2 days, on average 66% of labeled
cells have been extruded, and it rises to 95% after 3.6 days. This is in agreement with
experimental values for the renewal time of the mouse colonic epithelium which is
2.67± 2.04 days [24]. The migration speed is below reported experimental value.
However, the reference values we use here for our observables come from different
experiments which might explain some of the discrepancies.

We also note that the renewal rate seems to reach a plateau above 95% in our
model, indicating that a small part of the cells retain their label and divide rarely.
This is due to the fact that a portion of the stem cells in the lowest part of the crypt
can neither move nor divide, due to contact inhibition and to the pressure exerted by
the dividing cells higher in the crypt. We can see that about 17% of the stem cells
are renewed (Fig. 7, blue curve) if we only label the stem cells, and that the average
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Regulation pathway ( j)

Jump index (k) Wnt [z] density [dens]

div,sc − −
div, pc − −
sc, pc + ∅
pc,gc + ∅
pc,ent + ∅
ex,gc + +
ex,ent + +

Table 2: Regulation of cell fate events used in Sect. 4.3.

Observable Simulated value Reference value Reference

total number of cells 694±21 (at t f ) 700 [49]
number of stem cells 23±7 (at t f ) 20 [59]

ratio of progenitors/total 0.22±0.01 (at t f ) 0.22 (human) [13]
ratio goblets/enterocytes 0.33±0.03 (at t f ) 0.33 [69]
95 % renewal time (day) 3.6±0.02 2.67±2.04 [24]

division rate of stem cells (h−1) 1/83±1/83 1/24(SI)-1/62 [9,69]
division rates of progenitors (h−1) 1/18±0 1/12(SI)-1/62 [10,69]

migration speed (µm/h) 2.6±0.03 4 [49]

Table 3: Simulations results and experimental reference for the submodel of Sect.
4.3, mean of 50 simulations, t f = 1000h. SI = small intestine.

division rate of stem cells in our simulations is lower than for in vivo observations
(Table 3). However, the latter lays within the simulated standard deviation interval.
Progenitors average division rate is higher that experimental observation, but closer
than for stem cells. As stem cells and progenitor cells influence each other, this is
partially explained by the low division rate of stem cells. The variation of the stem
cells renewal rate (Fig. 7) can be partly explained by the variation of the DCS cells
positions. Indeed, at the beginning of each simulation these positions are drawn ran-
domly in the distribution (25). DCS cells will then both impact contact inhibition of
the stem cells and protect the stem cell niche from an invasion by the rapidly dividing
progenitor cells accordingly.

4.4 Reproduction of the butyrate and O2 gradient.

In the previous section, the spatial distribution of epithelial cells in the crypt was
reproduced based on physical interactions between cells and spatial regulation, dis-
carding cell metabolism. We now add butyrate and oxygen concentrations, whose
dynamics follow equations (6,9) and (6,10) respectively, including the cell consump-
tion in the source terms. The corresponding parameters are given in Table 10. The
derivation of the chemical kinetics parameters is detailed in Appendix E.1. We do not
yet take into account the feedback of butyrate on cell fate events (that is to say we use
the exact same jump rates as in Sect.4.3, see Table 2 and Appendix A.1).
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(a) Composition of the epithelium. Time evolution of the cell
populations are displayed. The mean (plain) and standard devi-
ation (dashed lines) from 50 repetitions are plotted.

(b) Spatial distribution of cell types at steady state. His-
tograms of local cell counts are displayed, with mean and stan-
dard deviation from 50 simulations

Fig. 6: Crypt structure. The structure of the crypt by cell type is studied, by display-
ing the time evolution of the cell populations, and their spatial distribution at final
time.

At first, we aimed at reproducing the gradient of dioxygen and butyrate observed
in the crypt at homeostasis. We ran 50 independent simulations starting from an initial
condition where the number of cells from each cell type corresponds to the average
number obtained at steady-state in Sect. 4.3, and position of cells were randomly
drawn from the average steady-state distribution of their cell type obtained in Sect.
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Fig. 7: Renewal of the epithelium. Fraction of labeled cells that have been elimi-
nated among the pool of initially labeled cells. The mean (plain) and standard devia-
tion (dashed lines) from 50 repetitions are displayed.

4.3 (and plotted in Fig. 6). Initial concentrations of butyrate and oxygen were respec-
tively linearly increasing and decreasing with z. Concentrations of butyrate and O2
obtained are plotted in Fig. 8. There is a strong spatial gradient of concentration for
both molecules, due to the consumption by differentiated cells in the upper part of the
crypt. Oxygen concentration decreases with z from 10 au at the bottom of the crypt
to 1 au at the top while butyrate concentration increases from around 1 mM in the
stem cell niche to 5 mM at the top. Few validation criteria are available for these re-
sults as concentrations cannot yet be measured precisely experimentaly in the crypt,
despite being considered to play a major role in crypt organization. We used the fact
that concentration of O2 at the top of the crypt is around 10 times lower than at the
bottom, as reported in [54]. This ratio of 10:1 is what we observe in our simulations,
along with a concentration gradient of butyrate. These results confirm the hypothesis
that the metabolism of differentiated epithelial cells in the upper part of the crypt in-
duce a concentration gradient of butyrate at homeostasis and protect stem cells from
deleterious effects of butyrate [32,63]. In vitro experiments have shown that a 1 mM
concentration of butyrate is sufficient to strongly inhibit stem cells and progenitors
proliferation [32]. In our model, the concentration of butyrate in the stem cell niche
is 0.9 mM. To explain this value close to the inhibition value, one can argue that the
experiments we mention were conducted in vitro. On the other hand, our model might
overestimate the concentration of butyrate as we did not take into account the ketone
production which is another metabolic pathway of butyrate consumption that does
not involve oxygen [18].
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Fig. 8: Concentration of O2 and butyrate at homeostasis. The mean (plain) and
standard deviation (dashed lines) from 50 repetitions are plotted. Concentrations are
expressed in mM for butyrate and in arbitrary units (a.u.) for oxygen, meaning that
oxygen concentrations are normalized (see Appendix E.1).

4.5 Complete model

Finally, we simulated the complete IBM model described in Sect. 2, which takes into
account the effect of butyrate on the rates of stem cell division and progenitor dif-
ferentiation as summarized in Table 1. We assessed that the capability to reproduce
the homeostatic crypt is conserved, regardless of the additional mechanism that is
added. We ran 50 independent simulations using the same initial condition as in Sect.
4.4. In figure 9, we plotted the trajectories of some individual cells. We observe the
expected behaviour of birth and proliferation at the bottom of the crypt, followed
by differenciation and then extrusion along their migration to the top of the crypt.
Figure 10 represents cells repartitions, numbers, and butyrate and oxygen concentra-
tions. Figure 10c represents the renewal rate of the epithelium. Simulation results are
summarized in Table 4. We observe a good recovery of the total number of cells, the
different cell population ratios and the concentration gradients (Fig. 10 and Table 4),
except for the number of progenitors which is higher than expected. The division rate
of progenitors is still in the experimental range, and interestingly, the division rate of
stem cells is improved compared to Sect. 4.3 and within experimental range (Table
4). The renewal of the epithelium (Fig. 10c) is however slower than in Sect. 4.3 and
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Observable Simulated value Reference value Reference

total number of cells 694±22 (at t f ) 700 [49]
number of stem cells 17±8 (at t f ) 20 [59]

ratio of progenitors/total 0.26±0.02 (at t f ) 0.22 (human) [13]
ratio goblets/enterocytes 0.32±0.03 (at t f ) 0.33 [69]
90% renewal time (day) 6.6±0.03 2.67±2.04 [24]

division rate of stem cells (h−1) 1/47±1/76 1/24(SI)-1/62 [9,69]
division rates of progenitors (h−1) 1/20±0 1/12(SI)-1/62 [10,69]

ratio of O2 concentration at bottom/at top 9.9±0.1 10 [54]
butyrate concentration at bottom (mM) 1.0±0.1

migration speed (µm/h) 2.6±0.04 4 [49]

Table 4: Simulations results and experimental reference for the complete IBM
model (Sect. 4.5), mean of 50 simulations, t f = 500h, SI = small intestine.

than experimental values. This might be due to the excess of progenitor cells which
increases cell density in the progenitor zone and therefore decreases the division rate.

Now, we investigate the effect of a lower availability of butyrate in the lumen,
which mimics a dysbiotic situation where butyrate-producing bacteria are reduced.
We changed the butyrate concentration at the top of the crypt cb,lum, testing values
from 0.1 to 5 mM (Fig. 11b). In this case, the O2 concentration at the top of the
crypt rises and doubles for a luminal butyrate concentration of 1 mM, meaning that
the luminal part of the crypt becomes microaerobic. This kind of dysbiotic situation
where butyrate concentration is low, oxygen is high and cell type composition of the
epithelium is similar to homeostasis may occur after an antibiotic treatment [54].

All together, the complete model includes the main regulation mechanisms of
crypt turn-over and renders accurately most of the main biomarkers of an healthy
crypt at homeostasis. However, at this level of complexity, the IBM model becomes
challenging to manipulate and the deterministic PDE limit model turns out useful.
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Fig. 9: Example of individual cell trajectories in the complete model. We represent
5 different cell trajectories computed by the complete model. The position of each
cell is plotted respectively to time. Cell fate, i.e. stochastic events occurring to the
cell, are represented by circle (birth), plus sign (division), square (differentiation) or
cross (extrusion). Each symbol is color coded according to the cell type at event time.
For differentiation, the square indicates the cell type before (leftmost part) and after
(rightmost part) the stochastic jump.

5 Numerical exploration and analysis based on the deterministic
approximation

5.1 Accuracy of the deterministic approximation

We aim to compare the outputs of the complete PDMP model with the deterministic
approximation (21) derived in Sect. 3. The crypt homeostasis being described by the
model steady states, we compare complete PDMP and its deterministic approxima-
tion when an equilibrium is reached. Starting from an empty crypt (i.e. ρl,0 = 0 ∀l ∈
T ) and from a DCS cells distribution that approximates the distribution observed in
the PDMP, the PDE approximation is simulated with a given boundary condition for
the stem cells (see below) until steady state and compared to the PDMP outputs.

To approximate the DCS cells density found in the PDMP model, we chose the
following shape :

ρdcs(z) =
Ndcs∫ Zmax

0 ρ̄dcs(z)dz
ρ̄dcs(z) (26)

with
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(a) Composition of the epithelium. Time evolution of
the cell populations are displayed. The mean (plain) and
standard deviation (dashed lines) from 50 repetitions are
plotted.

(b) Spatial distribution of cell types at
steady state. Histograms of local cell counts
are displayed, mean and standard deviation
from 50 simulations.

(c) Renewal of the epithelium in the complete model. Fraction of labeled cells
that have been eliminated among the pool of initially labeled cells. Mean (plain) and
standard deviation (dashed lines) from 50 repetitions.

Fig. 10: Crypt structure and dynamic for the complete model.

ρ̄dcs(z) =


d(z− zd)+1 if zd− 1

d < z < zd ,

1 if zd ≤ z≤ zu,

1+u(z− zu) if zu < z < zu− 1
u ,

0 otherwise,

where zd ,d > 0,zu,u < 0 and Ndcs is the predefined number of DCS cells. This
function is a piecewise-linear approximation of a step-function summing to Ndcs, con-
trolled by 4 parameters (d, u, zd , zu). As the PDMP is far from the asymptotic con-
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(a) Concentration of O2 and butyrate at homeostasis. The mean (plain) and stan-
dard deviation (dashed lines) from 50 repetitions are plotted. Concentrations are ex-
pressed in mM for butyrate and in arbitrary units (a.u.) for oxygen, meaning that
oxygen concentrations are normalized by a reference concentration of oxygen in the
lumen at homeostasis.

(b) Effect of luminal concentration of butyrate cb,lum. O2 and butyrate spatial distribution are displayed
for varying luminal boundary condition for butyrate, from 0.5 to 5mM. Mean (plain) and standard deviation
(dashed lines) from 30 simulations

Fig. 11

dition (cell size close to zero) for which the approximation was derived, we adapted
the values of these parameters, and additionally the values of W , D and γ∞

β
as well

as the boundary value for the stem cell density at the bottom, to obtain a reasonable
fit of the mean cell distribution and concentration profiles predicted by the PDMP at
steady state.

We observed that, although the DCS cells are ”inactive” their shape and position
influence cell distributions and proportions. When varying the values of (d, u, zd ,
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zu) which mimics the random draws of DCS cells in the PDMP model simulation,
we observed that some parameter sets produced undesired behaviours such as no cell
division at all. This is consistent with the high variability of stem cells renewal that we
observed in the IBM model and that we attributed to the randomness of the DSC cells
position. In certain cases, DSC cells blocked stem cells division by contact inhibition
(see end of Sect. 4.3).

The parameters that provide a suitable approximation of the PDMP model are
gathered in Table 12. They will be used for numerical simulation in the sequel. To
compare PDMP and PME model behaviours, we display steady-state densities of
cells for both models in Fig. 12. We furthermore display the comparison of cell fate
events by plotting the right-hand side of Eq. (21), i.e. the spatialized rate of division,
differentiation and extrusion at steady-state. The spatialization of the cell fate events
of the PDMP is correctly recovered, with extrusion events at the top of the crypt,
division events near the stem cell niche in the lower crypt, and differentiation events
distributed along the first half of the crypt. Spatial distribution of cells and cell fate
events of PME are in good agreement with the PDMP.

Limit model outputs are gathered in Table 5 and can be compared with the com-
plete PDMP outputs in Table 4. We evaluate the average rate of the different cell fate
events according to the following formula

τk =

∫ zmax
0 ρl(z)q∞

k qk(z, l,D×ρ,cb)dz∫ zmax
0 ρl(z)dz

(27)

for (k,ρl) ∈ {(div;sc,ρsc),(sc; pc,ρsc),(div; pc,ρpc),(pc;gc,ρpc),(pc;ent,ρpc),
(ex;gc,ρgc), (ex;ent,ρent)}. We observe that total cell and stem cells numbers are in
the range of the PDMP results (709 vs 694± 22, and 20 vs 17± 8), as well as the
ratio of globet cells/enterocytes ( 0.3 vs 0.32±0.03) or stem cell division rate (0.036
vs 0.021±0.013). Although progenitor cells division rate is in the right order (0.042
vs 0.05± 0.0) the ratio between progenitor and total cell numbers is lower (0.14 vs
0.26±0.02). The parameters at our hand (DCS density shape, W , D, γ∞

β
and boundary

condition for the stem cells) do not allow an appropriate value while keeping a good
fit for the other model observable in Table 5. Our sensitivity analysis in Sect. 5.2
confirmed that this was hardly achievable without modifying other parameter values
in the model.

5.2 Sensitivity analysis

We use the deterministic approximation of the IBM to perform a Sensitivity Analy-
sis (SA) using the global method of the Elementary Effects (EE) of Morris [44,56].
Indeed, this method uses variance-based techniques and exhibits reasonable compu-
tational time, which makes it suitable for SA on models with high number of inputs
or with high computational load [17]. We briefly recall that Morris method estimates
sensitivity indices by generating random trajectories in the (rescaled) parameter space
Ω , such that along each trajectory, parameter values are changed one by one follow-
ing a predefined variation ∆ . More precisely, let X = (X1, · · · ,Xp). For each trajec-
tory k, we draw a random perturbation of the set of integers {1 ≤ i ≤ p} denoted by
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(a) Spatial distributions of densities
(b) Cell fate: spatial distribution of division, differen-
tiation and extrusion rates.

Fig. 12: Comparison of densities and cell fate events between PDMP and PME
model at steady-state. Results obtained using parameters from tables 12 and 9 for
the PME. Concerning the PDMP, spatial distribution of cells (resp. cell fate events)
are histograms of local cell (resp. jumps) counts with mean and standard deviation
from the mean from 50 simulations.
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Observable Simulated value

Total number of cells 709
Number of stem cells 20
Ratio progenitors/total 0.14

Ratio goblets/enterocytes 0.3
Division rate of stem cells (h−1) 0.036

Differentiation rate of stem cells (h−1) 0.096
Division rate of progenitor cells (h−1) 0.042

Differentiation rate of progenitor cells in goblet cells (h−1) 0.017
Differentiation rate of progenitor cells in enterocytes (h−1) 0.051

Extrusion rate of goblet cells (h−1) 0.007
Extrusion rate of enterocytes (h−1) 0.007

Ratio of O2 concentration at bottom/at top 9.78
Butyrate concentration at bottom (mM) 1.64

Table 5: Deterministic approximation model outputs.
See Eq. (27) for the formula used to compute rates.

{σ k(i)}. Then, the i-th step of the trajectory k is, ∀1≤ i≤ n,

Xk
i = (Xk

1,0 +1{σk(1)≤i}×∆ , · · · ,Xk
p,0 +1{σk(p)≤i}×∆)

and Xk
0 = (Xk

1,0, · · · ,Xk
p,0). According to [44], we used ∆ = p/2(p− 1) with p = 4.

Each trajectory k allows to calculate the elementary effect EEk
i of the parameter Xi

on the output Y

EEk
i =

Y (Xk
σ(i))−Y (Xk

σ(i)−1)

∆
. (28)

A sample distribution of EE values for each parameter is generated by simulat-
ing r trajectories with random starting points, from which the following sensitivity
indices are computed for each parameter Xi

µi =
1
r

r

∑
k=1

EEk
i ; σi =

√
1
r

r

∑
k=1

(EEk
i −µi)2; µ

∗
i =

1
r

r

∑
k=1
|EEk

i |. (29)

Indices are the mean µi, the standard deviation σi and the index µ∗i proposed in [17]
to avoid compensation of effects with opposite signs in the case of a non-monotonic
influence. Following [6] (see Table 6) parameters can subsequently be classified by
their effect (negligible, significant, non linear...) on the output of interest.

Effect Morris index

Decreasing µ < 0
Increasing µ > 0
Negligible µ∗ ∼ 0 and σ ∼ 0
Linear and additive µ∗ high and σ ∼ 0
Non linear or non monotone σ high
In interactions of order ≥ 2 σ high

Table 6: Morris index interpretation [6]
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The output of the model selected for the SA were the total density of cells in the
crypt, the division rate of progenitor cells and the ratio of O2 concentration at the bot-
tom and at the top of the crypt, as for the PDMP. To carry out the analysis we vary the
parameters over a range of 50% of their value described in Tables 11 and 12 except
for W which varies at 30%. Moreover, to select the number of trajectories r in order to
obtain stable results, we applied two criteria given in [58]. The first criteria (Ranking)
is close to 1 when the ranking of influential parameters is stabilized and the second
(Screening) reaches values below 0.05 when the screening (separation between influ-
ential and non-influential parameters) is stable. The authors of [58] propose another
criteria based on indices values, that we discarded because we are interested in large
effects. We used two Python libraries, SALib and SAFE to conduct the SA [30,52].

Results of the sensitivity analysis are presented in Fig. 13. In the majority of cases
the ranking and screening criteria thresholds are reached after running 600 trajecto-
ries. The only output for which criterion are not fulfilled is the ratio of O2 concen-
tration, due to the high number of parameters with a similar sensitivity index value.
We plot the standard deviation of EEs σ as a function of µ∗, the mean of the absolute
values. We recall that high values of µ∗ indicate a high impact on the output, while
high values of σ is representative of non-monotone or non-linear effects, or possi-
ble interaction with another parameter. Fig. 13 allows a better understanding of the
effects of parameters on outputs.

The total density is mainly influenced by 2 groups of parameters. The first one
gathers the most influential parameters. It is composed of regulation parameters with
a positive effect (Kdiv,pc[dens] as for the IBM model of Sect. 4.2, Kext,gc[z] and Kdiv,pc[z]).
Parameters regulating progenitor cells division are particularly involved as progeni-
tor cells are the main type of proliferating cells. Parameter W , which characterizes
repulsion between cells, is also part of this group but it has a negative effect which is
consistent with the influence of ka on the PDMP model in Fig. 5. In the second group
of still important but less influential parameters, we find parameters related to stem
cells and concentration boundary conditions.

The division rate of progenitor cells is mainly influenced by W and Kdiv,pc[z],
results in line with those obtained for total density. When Kdiv,pc[z] increases, pro-
genitor cells differentiate higher in the crypt and therefore epithelial cells spend more
time in a progenitor state. However, they don’t make more divisions as most likely
the epithelium is saturated and density inhibition is fully active. From there comes
the negative impact of Kdiv,pc[z] on the division rate. We also note that an increase of
the butyrate concentration at the top of the crypt cb,lum has a positive effect on the
division rate. This could be explained by a faster differentiation (stimulated by bu-
tyrate, see Table 1) of progenitor cells into goblet cells or enterocytes. As expected,
stem cell parameters have a negative effect on progenitor cell due to the competition
for space between progenitors and stem cells.

The ratio of O2 concentration at the bottom and at the top of the crypt has a
significant group of influential parameters.The abundance of parameters with close
µ∗ and σ values explains the non-convergence of the rank indices. These results
highlight the influence of all parameters. The σ indices obtained are twice as large
as the µ∗ indices, which suggest strongly non-linear, non-monotonic or interactive
behaviours. This was the case when running simulations.
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One parameter in particular emerges from these analyses, W , which is present
on the podium of each of these three outputs but also on a majority of those pre-
sented in Fig. 14. In sum we look at 20 different outputs : total density (ρ), den-
sity of each cell type (ρl), ratio of progenitor cells to total density, medium position
(z̄l) see Eq (5.2), rate of cell fate events , concentration of O2 (resp. Butyrate) at
the top (resp. bottom) of the crypt, ratio of O2 concentration (bottom/top). To vi-
sualize results of all the outputs on the same figure we normalized for each output
the values µ∗i of each parameter Xi by maxi(µ

∗
i ). We also indicated with a color

code if their influence on the output is positive or negative according the the sign of
µi. Like we said W influence many outputs, but others are also influential such as
Kdiv,sc[z],Kdiv,pc[z],Kdiv,pc[dens],Kext,gc[z].

z̄l =

∫ Zmax
0 ρl(z, t)zdz∫ Zmax
0 ρl(z, t)dz

6 Discussion and perspective

A model of cell fate in the intestinal crypt, including interactions with microbiota-
derived metabolites has been introduced and studied. We now discuss the new fea-
tures included in the model. We finally raise and discuss model limitations.

6.1 A PDMP model of crypt dynamics, including interaction with the microbiota

The model hereby introduced adds up to a long list of models in the litterature study-
ing the cell fate in the intestinal crypt. It however improves existing models in two
ways. First, it provides new biological insights by focusing on interactions with the
gut microbiota. Indeed, existing models mainly address issues related to morphogen-
esis or oncology: they then put a strong effort on modeling mechanical and biological
mechanisms involved in cell turn-over and crypt formation. In this study, we rather
focus on regulations of the crypt homeostasis that involve important interactions with
the microbiota. These interactions, secondary for morphogenesis or abnormal crypt
development during cancer, are crucial at homeostasis: in an healthy crypt, microbe-
derived metabolites such as butyrate are used by the colonocytes as energetic source,
the metabolism of which consumes oxygen and maintains anaerobia in the intestinal
lumen. This microaerobic environment is beneficial for butyrate-producing microor-
ganisms. In our model, the butyrate concentration presents a strong gradient in the
crypt and we estimate the concentration of butyrate at the bottom of the crypt to be
around 1 mM. This concentration gradient is commonly used as a working hypoth-
esis, but it cannot be properly measured in vivo yet. Our model seems however to
favour this hypothesis. Moreover, we could estimate the relationship between the bu-
tyrate and the O2 concentrations at the top of the crypt. A microaerobic situation
(doubling of the O2 concentration from homeostasis) was reached at a luminal bu-
tyrate concentration of 1 mM.
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(a) Sensitivity analysis indices σ against µ∗ for the
total density of cells in the crypt.

(b) Ranking and screening indices conver-
gence for the total density of cells in the
crypt.

(c) Sensitivity analysis indices σ against µ∗ for the
division rate of progenitor cells.

(d) Ranking and screening indices conver-
gence for the division rate of progenitor
cells.

(e) Sensitivity analysis indices σ against µ∗ for the
ratio of O2 concentration (bottom/top).

(f) Ranking and screening indices conver-
gence for the ratio of O2 concentration
(bottom/top).

Fig. 13: Sensitivity analysis results and ranking indices Figures on the left repre-
sent the standard deviation of EEs against the mean of absolute values of EEs. Pa-
rameters are listed in order of influence (circle: increasing effect ; square: decreasing
effects). On the right we represent the criteria convergence with a threshold repre-
sented by the dashed lines. We recall that convergences are obtained if the ranking
index is below 1 and screening below 0.05 based on the work of ([58]). In order to
make the convergences visibly comparable, the ranking index is multiplied by 0.05
to share the same threshold as the screening index.
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Fig. 14: Visualization of SA results on different outputs The heat map values are
based on the normalize µ∗i index by maxi(µ

∗
i ) for each parameter Xi. We use the sign

of µi to determine whether the parameter influence is positive (red) or negative (blue).
The more influential a parameter is, the darker the corresponding colour (red or blue).

Second, along with the model, a rigorous mathematical framework has been pro-
posed based on PDMPs, which is in itself a novelty for a crypt model. This frame-
work allows for a theoretical analysis of the system. In particular, it ensures the well-
posedness of the model, guarantying locally bounded positive solutions. Furthermore,
asymptotic analysis arguments lead to the formal derivation of a limit deterministic
model of the PDMP. This limit model facilitates and fasten the numerical exploration
of the system, by replacing multiple replicates of the same stochastic IBM by one
unique deterministic simulation of an approximate average solution.

An extensive numerical exploration of both models (the PDMP model and its
deterministic approximation) has been conducted and allowed identifying the main
parameters driving different outputs, among them total cell population, progenitor di-
visions and O2 distribution. This numerical exploration provides a complete overview
of the main model drivers. Interestingly, it suggest that the top/bottom ratio of oxy-
gen in the crypt is highly sensitive to a large number of parameters, among which cell
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related parameters, with a complex, nonlinear dependence. This highlights the role
of crypt cells in the maintenance of anaerobic conditions in the gut.

6.2 Improving microbiota integration and mathematical analysis

In this model, the impact of microbe-derived metabolites on the crypt physiology has
been added, with in particular the oxygen consumption that drives luminal anaero-
bia beneficial for the main part of commensals. If the most important mechanisms
mediating the interactions between the host and the microbiota have been taken into
account, the microbial populations were not modeled in themselves in this study. In
the future, a microbial compartment should be added to accurately model butyrate
production in an anaerobic environment and oxygen harmful impact on bacterial
populations. This crypt model could also be embedded in macroscopic model of gut
physiology, such as for example in [12,35].

To include the impact of the microbe-derived metabolites we chose to decrease
the complexity of other mechanisms such as the mechanical interactions. Some crypt
models, for instance [15], involve a very detailed biophysical models of cell-cell in-
teractions that are crucial for studying crypt morphogenesis or hyperplasia. However,
we chose to simplify the description of the mechanics in order to reduce the compu-
tational load that was placed instead on the description of butyrate regulations. It also
allowed a simpler derivation of the self-aggregation limit model. This simplified ver-
sion of the mechanical interactions however rendered accurately the main biomarkers
of an healthy crypt, in particular migration speed, renewal rate or spatial structure.

Another potential improvement of the present study would be a rigorous deriva-
tion of the PME limit model. In this paper, we limited ourselves to a formal derivation,
focusing on the main simplifications leading to the limit. To our knowledge, a rigor-
ous derivation of the PME from the self-aggregation model is still an open problem.

All together, this model provides an important brick for modeling microb-host
symbiosis and crypt homeostasis. It could be used to study specifically the interplay
between microbial metabolism and host cell turnover, which is crucial for epithelial
maturation and microbiota.
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A.1 Jump rates for Sect. 4.3 and 4.4

For stem cells:

q∞
div,scqdiv,sc(z, l,d(ν ,z)) =1{l=sc}q

∞
div,sc

(
1−R(z,Kdiv,sc[z], `div,sc[z])

)
×
(

1−R(d(ν ,z),Kdiv,sc[dens], `div,sc[dens])
)
,

(30)

q∞
sc,pcqsc,pc(z, l) = 1{l=sc}q

∞
sc,pcR(z,Ksc,pc[z], `sc,pc[z]). (31)

For progenitor cells:

q∞
div,pcqdiv,pc(z, l,d(ν ,z)) =1{l=pc}q

∞
div,pc

(
1−R(z,Kdiv,pc[z], `div,pc[z])

)
×
(

1−R(d(ν ,z),Kdiv,pc[dens], `div,pc[dens])
)
,

(32)

q∞
pc,ent qpc,ent(z, l) = 1{l=pc}q

∞
pc,ent R(z,Kpc,ent [z], `pc,ent [z]), (33)

q∞
pc,gcqpc,gc(z, l) = 1{l=pc}q

∞
pc,gcR(z,Kpc,gc[z], `pc,gc[z]). (34)

For enterocytes:

q∞
ex,ent qex,ent(z, l,d(ν ,z)) = 1{l=ent}q

∞
ex,ent R(z,Kex,ent [z], `ex,ent [z])

×R(d(ν ,z),Kex,ent [dens], `ex,ent [dens]). (35)

For goblet cells:

q∞
ex,gcqex,gc(z, l,d(ν ,z)) =1{l=gc}q

∞
ex,gcR(z,Kex,gc[z], `ex,gc[z])×R(d(ν ,z),Kex,gc[dens], `ex,gc[dens]). (36)

A.2 Jump rate definition of the complete model

The jump rate dependency to butyrate, space and cell density is the following.
For stem cells:

q∞
div,scqdiv,sc(z, l,d(ν ,z)) = 1{l=sc}q

∞
div,sc

(
1−R(z,Kdiv,sc[z], `div,sc[z])

)
(37)

×
(

1−R(d(ν ,z),Kdiv,sc[dens], `div,sc[dens])
)
×
(

1−R(cb(z),Kdiv,sc[but], `div,sc[but])
)
,

q∞
sc,pcqsc,pc(z, l) = 1{l=sc}q

∞
sc,pcR(z,Ksc,pc[z], `sc,pc[z]). (38)

For progenitor cells:

q∞
div,pcqdiv,pc(z, l,d(ν ,z)) =1{l=pc}q

∞
div,pc

(
1−R(z,Kdiv,pc[z], `div,pc[z])

)
×
(

1−R(d(ν ,z),Kdiv,pc[dens], `div,pc[dens])
)
,

(39)

q∞
pc,ent qpc,ent(z, l) = 1{l=pc}q

∞
pc,ent R(z,Kpc,ent [z], `pc,ent [z])×R(cb(z),Kpc,ent [but], `pc,ent [but]), (40)

q∞
pc,gcqpc,gc(z, l) = 1{l=pc}q

∞
pc,gcR(z,Kpc,gc[z], `gc,pc[z])×R(cb(z),Kpc,gc[but], `pc,gc[but]). (41)

For enterocytes:

q∞
ex,ent qex,ent(z, l,d(ν ,z)) = 1{l=ent}q

∞
ex,ent R(z,Kex,ent [z], `ex,ent [z])

×R(ν ∗Da(z),Kex,ent [dens], `ex,ent [dens]). (42)

For goblet cells:

q∞
ex,gcqex,gc(z, l,d(ν ,z)) =1{l=gc}q

∞
ex,gcR(z,Kex,gc[z], `ex,gc[z])×R(d(ν ,z),Kex,gc[dens], `ex,gc[dens]). (43)
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B Existence and regularity of deterministic trajectories

The global existence and C1 regularity of the ODE part describing cells trajectories comes from the
Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem. We briefly sketch existence and regularity results for the PDE part describ-
ing concentrations. For the butyrate concentration, the operator A1 = σ∂zz with domain D(A1) = {c ∈
H2(]0,zmax[a), ∂zc(−a/2) = 0, c(zmax +a/2) = 0} is a Riesz spectral operator on ]0,zmax[a, that generates
a strongly continuous, analytic semigroup S1 on L2(]0,zmax[a) (see e.g. [21]). For the oxygen concentration,
the same holds for A2 = σ∂zz with domain D(A2) = {c ∈H2(]0,zmax[a), c(−a/2) = 0, ∂zc(zmax +a/2) =
0}, with associated semigroup S2. It fits the framework proposed in [37], so that setting

W 2,1
L2(]0,zmax [a)

=

{
f ∈ L2([0,T ],H2(]0,zmax[a));

∂ f
∂ t
∈ L2([0,T ],L2(]0,zmax[a)

}
where Hα (]0,zmax[a) are the standard Sobolev spaces, and denoting S = (S1,S2) the semigroup induced
on the product space L2(]0,zmax[a)

2, the following property holds:

Proposition 1 Let c0 =(c01,c02)∈H1(]0,zmax[a)
2, (clum,cbot)∈

(
H1[0,T ]

)2 and u=(u1,u2)∈
(
L2([0,T ],L2(]0,zmax[a)

)2,
such that c01(zmax +a/2) = clum(0) and c02(−a/2) = cbot(0), then the evolution problem

∂t ci−σ∆ci = ui, for i=1,2

∂zc1(−a/2, t) = 0, c2(−a/2, t) = cbot ,

c1(zmax +a/2, t) = clum, ∂zc2(zmax +a/2, t) = 0,

c(·,0) = c0

(44)

admits a unique weak solution in
(

W 2,1
L2(]0,zmax [a)

∩C([0,T ],H1(]0,zmax[a))
)2

given by

c(z, t) = (1]0,zmax [a
(z)clum(t),1]0,zmax [a

(z)cbot(t))+S(t)(c0− (1]0,zmax [a
(z)clum(0),1]0,zmax [a

(z)cbot(0)))

−
∫ t

0
S(t− s)(1]0,zmax [a

(z)
dclum

dt
(s),1]0,zmax [a

(z)
dcbot

dt
(s))ds+∫ t

0
S(t− s)u(z,s)ds.

Now the semilinear PDEs (6) can be viewed as (44) with u replaced by a nonlinear perturbation taking the
form of an operator defined on L2(]0,zmax[a)

2× [0,T ] by

F(c, t) = (−4γ
∞ c4

ocb

c4
ocb +Kβ

× (νgc
t +ν

ent
t )∗ψa(z),−γ

∞ c4
ocb

c4
ocb +Kβ

× (νgc
t +ν

ent
t )∗ψa(z))

This operator is locally Lipschitz in c on L2(]0,zmax[a)
2, uniformly in t on [0,T ], when νt is a fixed,

measurable function from [0,T ] to MF+ (X ) endowed with the weak convergence topology and the asso-
ciated Borel σ -algebra, such that supt≤T 〈νt ,1〉 < ∞. Using proposition 1, together with a standard fixed
point argument we obtain the local existence (in time) of the solutions of PDEs (6), that can be extended
to a global existence on [0,T ]. More precisely,

Proposition 2 Let νt as above, and c0 = (c01,c02) ∈ H1(]0,zmax[a)
2, (clum,cbot) ∈

(
H1[0,T ]

)2 such that
c01(zmax+a/2) = clum(0) and c02(−a/2) = cbot(0). The non-linear evolution problem (6) admits a unique

solution c in
(

W 2,1
L2(]0,zmax [a)

∩C([0,T ],H1(]0,zmax[a))
)2

.

C PDMP stability

We aim at showing that an almost finite number of jump occurs during any finite time interval. We first
introduce the independent Poisson probability measures Nk(dθ , i,dt) associated to each jump type k ∈ E ,
defined on [0,1]×N∗×R+ with intensity

nk(dθ , i,dt) = q∞
k dθdt ∑

k∈N

δk(i). (45)
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The process introduced in Sect. 2 is solution of the following SDE, which is called the pathwise
representation of the process

(ct ,νt) = At(c0,ν0)+ ∑
k∈E

t∫
0

∫
N∗

1∫
0

[
At−s(cs,νs− +µk(xi

s− )))−At−s(cs,νs− )
]

1{i≤〈νs− ,1〉}(i)1{θ≤qk(xi
s− ,νs−∗Dk(xi

s− ),cs∗ψa(zi
s− ))}

(θ)Nk(dθ , i,ds). (46)

Fig.15 sketches the rationale behind this formula, built upon the remark that if Tn and Tn−1 are suc-
cessive jump times, then for t > Tn,

At−Tn−1 (cTn−1 ,νTn−1 ) = At−Tn (cTn ,νT−n
).

Note that, when possible without ambiguity, we simplify the notation1{θ≤qk(xi
s− ,νs−∗Dk(xi

s− ),cs∗ψa(zi
s− ))}

(θ)

by 1{θ≤qk(·)}(θ).

t0 T1 T2

(ct ,νt)

At(c0,ν0) = At−T1 (cT1 ,νT−1
)

At−T1 (cT1 ,νT−1
+µk(T−1 )) = At−T2 (cT2 ,νT−2

)

At−T2 (cT2 ,νT−2
+µk(T−2 ))

Fig. 15: Sketch of the process trajectory. The trajectory At(c0,ν0) is first plotted.
After the first jump, the trajectory At(c0,ν0) for t ≥ T1, which equals At−T1(cT1 ,νT−1

),

is replaced by At−T1(cT1 ,νT−1
+µk(T−1 )). This process is iterated at each jump.

For all n ∈N, we define the stopping time τn = inf{t ≥ 0,〈νt ,1〉= n}. Let

Tn(t) := min(t,τn). (47)

The stopped process at n cells is (cTn(t),νTn(t))t≥0. C p,q,•(R+ ×X ,R) denotes the space of functions
f (t,z, l) that are p times derivable with respect to t and q times derivable with respect to z for all l ∈T .
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Lemma C1 Let f ∈ C 1,1,•(R+×X ,R), g ∈ H1(]0,zmax[a)
2 , ψ ∈ C 1(R2), t ∈ R. We denote by 〈c,g〉L2

the scalar product in L2. Then, for t > 0 and n≥ 〈ν0,1〉,

ψ(〈cTn(t),g〉L2 ,〈νTn(t), fTn(t)〉) = ψ(〈c0,g〉,〈ν0, f0〉)

+

t∫
0

∂1ψ(〈cs,g〉L2 ,〈νs, fs〉)〈∂scs,g〉L21{s≤Tn(t)}(s) ds

+

t∫
0

∂2ψ(〈cs,g〉L2 ,〈νs, fs〉)〈νs,φνs ∗Fa∇z fs +∂s fs〉1{s≤Tn(t)}(s) ds

+ ∑
k∈E

t∫
0

∫
N∗

1∫
0

[
ψ(〈cs,g〉L2 ,〈νs− +µk(xi

s− ), fs〉)−ψ(〈cs,g〉L2 ,〈νs− , fs〉)
]

×1{s≤Tn(t)}1{i≤〈νs− ,1〉}1{θ≤qk(·)}Nk(dθ ,di,ds). (48)

Proof Using the pathwise representation of the PDMP (46), we get

〈νTn(t), fTn(t)〉= 〈ÃTn(t)(c0,ν0), fTn(t)〉

+ ∑
k∈E

Tn(t)∫
0

∫
N∗

1∫
0

[
〈ÃTn(t)−s(cs,νs− +µk(xi

s− )), fTn(t)〉−〈ÃTn(t)−s(cs,νs− ), fTn(t)〉
]

×1{i≤〈νs− ,1〉}1{θ≤qk(·)}Nk(dθ ,di,ds)

where the stochastic integral is correctly defined since the population size is majored by n, and f is con-
tinuous on the compact X .

Then, applying formula (12) , the first term of the RHS can be written

〈ÃTn(t)(c0,ν0), fTn(t)〉= 〈ν0, f0〉+
Tn(t)∫
0

〈Ãu(c0,ν0),φ Ãu(c0,ν0)∗Fa∇z fu +∂u fu〉du,

and the second one

∑
k∈E

Tn(t)∫
0

∫
N∗

1∫
0

(
〈νs− +µk(xi

s− ), fs〉−〈νs− , fs〉
)

×1{i≤〈νs− ,1〉}1{θ≤qk(·)}Nk(dθ ,di,ds)

+ ∑
k∈E

Tn(t)∫
0

∫
N∗

1∫
0

Tn(t)∫
s

[
〈Ãu−s(cs,νs− +µk(xi

s− )),φ Ãu−s(cs,νs− +µk(xi
s− ))∗Fa∇z fu +∂u fu〉

−〈Ãu−s(cs,νs− ),φ Ãu−s(cs,νs− )∗Fa∇z fu +∂u fu〉
]

×1{i≤〈νs− ,1〉}1{θ≤qk(·)} duNk(dθ ,di,ds).

Due to the smoothness of f , ∂t f and ∇z f , Fubini’s theorem and formula (46) are applied to the last integral
term to get:

Tn(t)∫
0

∑
k∈E

u∫
0

∫
N∗

1∫
0

[
〈Ãu−s(cs,νs− +µk(xi

s− )),φ Ãu−s(cs,νs− +µk(xi
s− ))∗Fa∇z fu +∂u fu〉

−〈Ãu−s(cs,νs− ),φ Ãu−s(cs,νs− )∗Fa∇z fu +∂u fu〉
]

×1{i≤〈νs− ,1〉}1{θ≤qk(·)/q∞
k } Nk(dθ ,di,ds)du

=

Tn(t)∫
0

〈νu,φνu ∗Fa∇z fu +∂u fu〉−〈Ãu(c0,ν0),φ Ãu(c0,ν0)∗Fa∇z fu +∂u fu〉 du.
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We then have:

〈νTn(t), fTn(t)〉= 〈ν0, f0〉+
Tn(t)∫
0

〈Ãu(c0,ν0),φ Ãu(c0,ν0)∗Fa∇z fu +∂u fu〉du

+

Tn(t)∫
0

〈νu,φνu ∗Fa∇z fu +∂u fu〉−
Tn(t)∫
0

〈Ãu(c0,ν0),φ Ãu(c0,ν0)∗Fa∇z fu +∂u fu〉 du

+ ∑
k∈E

Tn(t)∫
0

∫
N∗

1∫
0

(
〈νs− +µk(xi

s− ), fs〉−〈νs− , fs〉
)
1{i≤〈νs− ,1〉}1{θ≤qk(·)} Nk(dθ ,di,ds)

= 〈ν0, f0〉+
t∫

0

〈νu,φνu ∗Fa∇z fu +∂u fu〉1{u≤Tn(t)} du

+ ∑
k∈E

t∫
0

∫
N∗

1∫
0

〈µk(xi
s− ), fs〉1{s≤Tn(t)}1{i≤〈νs− ,1〉}1{θ≤qk(·)} Nk(dθ ,di,ds).

We also have
〈cTn(t),g〉L2 = 〈c0,g〉+

∫ t

0
〈∂scs,g〉L21{s≤Tn(t)} ds.

Then, multidimensional Itô’s formula with jumps is applied to get the desired expression.

We now have a tool to study the stability of the PDMP. We must show that the population does not
explode in finite time.

Lemma C2 For any t ≥ 0, if an integer p≥ 1 such that E [〈ν0,1〉p]< ∞ exists then

E

[
sup
s≤t
〈νs,1〉p

]
≤C(p, t) (49)

where C(p, t)< ∞ is a constant that only depends on p and t.

Proof For all n ∈ N, let Tn(t) be as defined in (47). As the deterministic evolution does not impact the
population size and the stochastic events modify it with at most one individual by jump, formula (48)
applied to 〈νTn(t),1〉

p gives

〈νTn(t),1〉
p =〈ν0,1〉p

+ ∑
k∈E

Tn(t)∫
0

∫
N∗

1∫
0

(
〈νs− +µk(xi

s− ),1〉
p−〈νs− ,1〉p

)
1{i≤〈νs− ,1〉}(i)

1{θ≤qk(·)}(θ) Nk(dθ ,di,ds) (50)

≤ 〈ν0,1〉p+ ∑
k∈E

Tn(t)∫
0

∫
N∗

1∫
0

[(〈νs− ,1〉+1)p−〈νs− ,1〉p]1{i≤〈νs− ,1〉}(i)

1{θ≤qk(·)}(θ) Nk(dθ ,di,ds). (51)

The last integral grows with time since the integrand is non-negative, so that the supremum can be applied
in the left hand side. Furthermore, for any non-negative x, (1+ x)p− xp ≤C(p)(1+ xp−1). Hence,

sup
s≤Tn(t)

〈νs,1〉p ≤ 〈ν0,1〉p+ ∑
k∈E

Tn(t)∫
0

∫
N∗

1∫
0

C(p)
(
〈νs− ,1〉p−1 +1

)
1{i≤〈νs− ,1〉}(i)

1{θ≤qk(·)}(θ)Nk(dθ ,di,ds). (52)
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Switching to the expectations:

E

[
sup

s≤Tn(t)
〈νs,1〉p

]
≤ E [〈ν0,1〉p]

+ ∑
k∈E

E

 Tn(t)∫
0

∫
N∗

1∫
0

C(p)
(
〈νs− ,1〉p−1 +1

)
1{i≤〈νs− ,1〉}(i)1{θ≤qk(·)}(θ)q

∞
k dθ

(
∑
k≥1

δk(di)

)
ds


≤ E [〈ν0,1〉p]+ ∑

k∈E
E

 Tn(t)∫
0

〈νs− ,1〉

∑
i=1

C(p)
(
〈νs− ,1〉p−1 +1

)
q∞

k qk(·) ds


≤ E [〈ν0,1〉p]+ ∑

k∈E
E

 t∫
0

q∞
k C(p)(〈νs∧τn ,1〉p + 〈νs∧τn ,1〉)ds

 .
Recalling that n+np ≤ 2np for all p≥ 1, Fubini’s theorem leads to

E

[
sup

s≤Tn(t)
〈νs,1〉p

]
≤ E [〈ν0,1〉p]+2C(p)

(
∑

k∈E
q∞

k

) t∫
0

E

[
sup

u≤s∧τn

〈νu,1〉p
]

ds.

and Gronwall lemma provides an estimate that does not depend on n:

E

[
sup

s≤Tn(t)
〈νs,1〉p

]
≤ E [〈ν0,1〉p]exp

(
2C(p)

(
∑

k∈E
q∞

k

)
t

)
=C(p, t). (53)

Hence τn → ∞ a.s. Indeed, suppose that there exists T > 0 such that, for all n ∈ N, P(τn ≤ T ) > ε > 0.
We remark that

τn ≤ T ⇒ sup
s≤Tn(T )

〈νs,1〉p ≥ np so that P( sup
s≤Tn(T )

〈νs,1〉p ≥ np)≥ P(τn ≤ T )

Hence, by Markov inequality, for all n ∈N

E

[
sup

s≤Tn(T )
〈νs,1〉p

]
≥ P

(
sup

s≤Tn(T )
〈νs,1〉p ≥ np

)
np ≥ P(τn ≤ T )np > εnp

which is in contradiction with (53).
Hence, lim

n→∞
sup

s≤Tn(t)
〈νs,1〉p = sup

s≤t
〈νs,1〉p a.s. Fatou’s lemma finally gives

E

[
sup
s≤t
〈νs,1〉p

]
= E

[
liminf

n→∞
sup

s≤Tn(t)
〈νs,1〉p

]
≤ liminf

n→∞
E

[
sup

s≤Tn(t)
〈νs,1〉p

]
≤C(p, t).

The stability of the PDMP is a direct consequence of this lemma.
Corollary C3 If there exists an integer p≥ 1 such that E [〈ν0,1〉p]< ∞, then:
1. The PDMP is stable.
2. Tn(t) can be replaced by t in formula (48).

Proof (1): Let (Jn)n be the sequence of jump times. We aim at showing that Jn →
n→∞

∞ a.s. Assume that

there exists T <+∞ and a set ΩT of non-null probability such that, ∀ ω ∈ΩT , sup
n∈N

Jn(ω)< T . We recall

that, as proven in the proof of Lemma C2, that E

[
sup
s≤t
〈νs,1〉

]
< ∞ implies that τn→∞ a.s. Hence, it exists

N ∈ N and a set ΩT,N ⊂ ΩT of non-null probability such that, ∀ ω ∈ ΩT,N , T < τN(ω). Let C(N) be an
upper bound of the jump rate on MP+ (X )N = {ν ∈MP+ (X ),〈ν ,1〉 ≤ N} ⊂MP+ (X ). Such an upper
bound exists since the individual jump rates are bounded by q∞

k by definition. Hence, for all ω ∈ΩT,N , the
jump time sequence (Jn(ω))n∈N can be built as an extraction of the sequence (J′n(ω))n∈N of the jump time
of a Poisson process with jump rate C(N). But the sequence (J′n(ω))n∈N is a.s. divergent, which comes in
contradiction with sup

n∈N
Jn(ω)< T for all ω ∈ΩT .

(2): As the stochastic integrals in the proof of Lemma C1 are correctly defined (see e.g. theorem A.3
[7]) due to the hypothesis on ν0 and Lemma C2.
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D A case of bistability

Here we explain the unexpected simulations values we obtained for Kdiv[dens] = −50% in Sect. 4.2.
Starting from an initial number of 700 cells, we see in Fig. 16a that either the number of cells drops
below 400 cells and activity in the crypt goes on, or the number of cells stabilises around 500 and the
crypt freezes, meaning that no additional extrusion or division events are observed, so that the total cell
population does not evolve any longer. We evaluated the fraction of crypt that freezes upon variations of
Kdiv[dens], always starting with 700 cells (Fig. 16b). This fraction increases when Kdiv[dens] decreases.
Indeed, for low values of Kdiv[dens], cell division is totally inhibited by contact inhibition and the division
rate is 0. At first, cells are extruded at the top of the crypt as density of cells (starting from 700 cells) is
way above what Kdiv[dens] prescribes. Once exceeding cells have been extruded, the population can reach
a mechanical equilibrium where no extrusion occurs at the top of the crypt (as density equilibrium has been
reached). Meanwhile, no division occurs in the lower part of the crypt as density is still too high there, and
the division rate is therefore zero.

(a) Number of cells (b) Fraction of active crypts, 50 repetitions

Fig. 16: Illustration of bistability phenomena for high Kdiv[dens]. We plot the evo-
lution of the total number of cells in 50 repetitions of the model in Sect. 4.2 for
Kdiv[dens] = 20.5 (left panel). We observe that some simulations show a constant
total cell population (around 500 cells) for t > 250 without additional stochastic vari-
ations, whereas other simulations show stochastic evolution without interruption, but
a significantly lower total cell population (around 300 cells). Then, we compute 50
repetitions of the model for different values of Kdiv[dens] and count the fraction of
simulations keeping showing stochastic events all along the simulation.

E PDMP parameters values (for the simplified sub-models and the complete
model)

PDMP model parameters are given for the different sub-models of increasing complexity studied during
the PDMP exploration. Namely, the parameters used for the model with the sole deterministic part, studied
in Sect. 4.1, are given in Table 7. When the spatialized division and extrusion events are added in Sect.
4.2, parameters of Table 8 are used. In Sect. 4.3 where cell types are introduced, parameters of Table 9 are
used. Adding O2 and butyrate in Sect. 4.4, we use parameters presented in Table 10. Finally, the complete
model including the feedback of butyrate on stem cell division as studied in Sect. 4.5 is implemented with
the parameters presented in Table 11.
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Table 7: Parameters for Sect. 4.1

Value Unit Description Ref

zmax 200 µm -
r0 25 µm -
ε = 0.1× r0 µm -
a 10 µm -
ka 15 µm×h−1 -
da 1 /0 -

Table 8: Parameters for Sect. 4.2

Value Unit Description Ref

zmax 200 µm -
r0 25 µm -
ε = 0.1× r0 µm -
a 10 µm -
ka 15 µm×h−1 -
da 1 /0 -

q∞
div 0.22 h−1

Kdiv[z] 40 µm
`div[z] 15 µm

Kdiv[dens] 40 cell
`div[dens] 6 cell

q∞
ex 0.34 h−1

Kex[z] 190 µm
`ex[z] 15 µm

E.1 Parameters of chemical kinetic

We could not find value for the molar concentration of oxygen. Therefore, we switched to normalized con-
centrations. We set c̄o =

co
C with C a normalizing constant. The evolution equation of oxygen concentration

6 becomes

∂t c̄o−σi∂zzc̄o =−
so

C
γ

∞

β

c̄o
4cb

c̄o
4cb +

K5
β

C4

(νent
t +ν

gc
t )∗ψa(z). (54)

We suppose that experimental measures of the reaction speed in [19] are done at a standard (normoxic)
oxygen concentration c∗o. The half of the maximal reaction speed is reached experimentally at a butyrate
concentration of 0.184 mole/L. Therefore,

K5
β
= 0.184× c∗4o .

We suppose as well that oxygen concentration at the bottom of the crypt is c∗o. The exact value of c∗o is
unknown to us, but we set c̄∗o = 10. Then, C =

c∗o
c̄∗o

=
c∗o
10 . Therefore, we can find a value for the parameter

K5
β
/C4 of (54):

K5
β

C4 =
0.184× c∗4o ×104

c4∗
o

= 0.184×104.

As C is unknown, the parameter so/C is still unknown, but we decided to use C = 1 in all simulations.

F Parameters for the deterministic PDE approximation of the PDMP
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Table 9: Parameters for section 4.3

Value Unit Description Ref

zmax 200 µm -
r0 25 µm -
ε = 0.1× r0 µm -
a 10 µm -
ka 15 µm×h−1 -
da 1 /0 -

q∞
div,sc 0.09 h−1 -
Ndcs 12 cell number of DCS cells

ρdcs(z)dz see (25) spatial distribution of DCS cells
Kdiv,sc[z] 12 µm -
`div,sc[z] 5 µm -

Kdiv,sc[dens] 53 cell -
`div,sc[dens] 6 cell

q∞
sc,pc 0.2 h−1 -

Ksc,pc[z] = Kdiv,sc[z] µm -
`sc,pc[z] = `div,sc[z] µm -
q∞

div,pc 0.22 h−1 -
Kdiv,pc[z] 40 µm -
`div,pc[z] 40 µm -

Kdiv,pc[dens] 41 cell -
`div,pc[dens] = `div,sc[dens] cell -

q∞
pc,ent 0.15 h−1 -

Kpc,ent [z] = Kdiv,pc[z] µm -
`pc,ent [z] 15 µm

q∞
pc,gc = 0.33×q∞

pc,ent h−1 -
Kpc,gc[z] = Kpc,ent [z] µm -
`pc,gc[z] = `pc,ent [z] µm -
q∞

ex,ent 0.34 h−1

Kex,ent [z] 190 µm
`ex,ent [z] 15 µm

Kex,ent [dens] 20 cell
`ex,ent [dens] = `div,sc[dens] cell

q∞
ex,gc = q∞

ex,ent h−1

Kex,gc[z] = Kex,ent [z] µm
`ex,gc[z] = `ex,ent [z] µm

Kex,gc[dens] = Kex,ent [dens] cell
`ex,gc[dens] = `ex,ent [dens] cell
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Table 10: Parameters for Sect. 4.4

Value Unit Description Ref

zmax 200 µm -
r0 25 µm -
ε = 0.1× r0 µm -
a 10 µm -
ka 15 µm×h−1 -
da 1 /0 -

Ndcs 12 cell number of DCS cells
ρdcs(z)dz see (25) spatial distribution of DCS cells

q∞
div,sc 0.09 h−1 -

Kdiv,sc[z] 12 µm -
`div,sc[z] 5 µm -

Kdiv,sc[dens] 53 cell -
`div,sc[dens] 6 cell

q∞
sc,pc 0.2 h−1 -

Ksc,pc[z] = Kdiv,sc[z] µm -
`sc,pc[z] = `div,sc[z] µm -
q∞

div,pc 0.22 h−1 -
Kdiv,pc[z] 40 µm -
`div,pc[z] 40 µm -

Kdiv,pc[dens] 41 cell -
`div,pc[dens] = `div,sc[dens] cell -

q∞
pc,ent 0.15 h−1 -

Kpc,ent [z] = Kdiv,pc[z] µm -
`pc,ent [z] 15 µm

q∞
pc,gc = 0.33×q∞

pc,ent h−1 -
Kpc,gc[z] = Kpc,ent [z] µm -
`pc,gc[z] = `pc,ent [z] µm -
q∞

ex,ent 0.34 h−1

Kex,ent [z] 190 µm
`ex,ent [z] 15 µm

Kex,ent [dens] 20 cell
`ex,ent [dens] = `div,sc[dens] cell

q∞
ex,gc = q∞

ex,ent h−1

Kex,gc[z] = Kex,ent [z] µm
`ex,gc[z] = `ex,ent [z] µm

Kex,gc[dens] = Kex,ent [dens] cell
`ex,gc[dens] = `ex,ent [dens] cell

so −4 /0 Stoechiometric coefficient for O2 -
sb −1 /0 Stoechiometric coefficient for butyrate -
σo 3.6×106 µm2/h Diffusion coefficient for O2 [42]

σbut = σo µm2/h Diffusion coefficient for butyrate -
γ∞

β
1.6×104 10−15× mmol

h×µm2 Max. reaction speed of β -oxydation [18]

Kβ (0.184×104)1/5 mM Affinity of β -oxydation (supposed experimental normoxic condition) [19]
cb,lum 5 mM Luminal concentration of butyrate at homeostasis [32]
co,bot 10 a.u. Homestatic O2 concentration at the bottom of the crypt [54]
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Table 11: Parameters for Sect. 4.5.

Value Unit Description Ref

zmax 200 µm -
r0 25 µm -
ε = 0.1× r0 µm -
a 10 µm -
ka 15 µm×h−1 -
da 1 /0 -

Ndcs 12 cell number of DCS cells
ρdcs(z)dz see (25) spatial distribution of DCS cells

q∞
div,sc 0.15 h−1 -

Kdiv,sc[z] 12 µm -
`div,sc[z] 5 µm -

Kdiv,sc[dens] 53 cell -
`div,sc[dens] 6 cell
Kdiv,sc[but] 2 -
`div,sc[but] 5

q∞
sc,pc 0.2 h−1 -

Ksc,pc[z] = Kdiv,sc[z] µm -
`sc,pc[z] = `div,sc[z] µm -
q∞

div,pc 0.22 h−1 -
Kdiv,pc[z] 40 µm -
`div,pc[z] 40 µm -

Kdiv,pc[dens] 41 cell -
`div,pc[dens] = `div,sc[dens] cell -

q∞
pc,ent 0.25 h−1 -

Kpc,ent [z] = Kdiv,pc[z] µm -
`pc,ent [z] 15 µm

Kpc,ent [but] 1.5
`pc,ent [but] 5

q∞
pc,gc = 0.33×q∞

pc,ent h−1

Kpc,gc[z] = Kpc,ent [z] µm
`pc,gc[z] = `pc,ent [z] µm

Kpc,gc[but] Kpc,ent [but]
`pc,gc[but] `pc,ent [but]

q∞
ex,gc 0.34 h−1

Kex,gc[z] 190 µm
`ex,gc[z] 15 µm

Kex,gc[dens] 20 cell
`ex,gc[dens] `div,[dens] cell

q∞
ex,ent = q∞

ex,gc h−1

Kex,ent [z] Kex,gc[z] µm
`ex,ent [z] `ex,gc[z] µm

Kex,ent [dens] = Kex,gc[dens] cell
`ex,ent [dens] = `ex,gc[dens] cell

so −4 /0 Stoechiometric coefficient for O2 -
sb −1 /0 Stoechiometric coefficient for butyrate -
σo 3.6×106 µm2/h Diffusion coefficient for O2 [42]

σbut = σo µm2/h Diffusion coefficient for butyrate -
γ∞

β
1.6×104 10−15× mmol

h×µm2 Max. reaction speed of β -oxydation [18]

Kβ (0.184×104)1/5 mM Affinity of β -oxydation [19]
cb,lum 5 mM Luminal concentration of butyrate at homeostasis [32]
co,bot 10 a.u. Homestatic O2 concentration at the bottom of the crypt [54]
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Parameter Value

W 6.01/8
D 12.03
γ∞

β
1.6×104/15.5

ρbot
sc 0.65

ρbot
pc 0

ρbot
mc 0

ρbot
ent 0
zd 3
d 2.25
zu 3
u -1/8

Table 12: Parameters used for numerical explorations of the deterministic approxi-
mation
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